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TWO FULL MOONS? — No, members of the Murray High Tiger Band would not have seen two full moons had
they looked over their shoulders last Friday night Only one full moon was overhead as the Tigers and Mayfield Car-
dinals battled in their annual grid rivalry. Staff photographer Kevrip- Penick achieved the two full moon look by doing
what is called a photographic double exposure. Murray High's fortunes in the gridiron were not aided by the full
moon however, as the Cardinals triumphed. Murray High is. at 'Heath Friday night in another key distrid football
game.




Almost 24,000 county tax bills
representing $1,958,262 tax money
available to local government are now
payable in the county sheriffs office





No, it is not a new exotic dish. It is
Community Theatre's upcoming
Dinner Theatre Production of James
Thurber's "A Thurber Carnival." This
collection of famous Thurber short
stories will be performed October 12,
13, and 14 at the Holiday Inn, here in
Murray.
As always, with the theatre, even the
menu becomes a "special attraction."
Mrs. Jean Bennett is busily preparing
for, and organizing the gourmet menu
to be featured at the production. Mrs.
Bennett has incorporated her noted
culinary talents with .her gourmet
cooks, so that the dinner promises to be
a production in itself.
The cast has expressed their concern
in "following" such an "act," but we
are sure they can stand on their own, a
spokesman said. The seven talented
performers chosen to present Thurber
are: Barbara Malinauskas, Linda
Begley, Dana Silcox, Carlton Parker,





KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — An end-
of-summer hot spell led Tennessee
Valley Authority officials to ask
customers to reduce their electrical use
between 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. CDT Monday
and today.
TVA spokesman Lee Sheppeard said
Monday the request was made because
of unseasonal temperatures and
because an unusual amount of
generating equipment was out of
service for emergency repairs.
The TVA expected consumer demand
to reach 20 million kilowatts during the
two-day period, a figure which com-
pares with an average of 171/2 million
kilowatts tor the same week last- year,
he said
The authority also reduced its voltage
output by five percent for the period,
Sheppeard said.
TVA serves most of Tennessee and
parts of Alabama, North Carolina,
Virginia, Kentucky, Georgia and
Mississippi
Taxes on real estate alone this year
totals $1,152,382. County school taxes
total $181,576 while county taxes total
$430,170.. Special taxes including
library, fire protection and health total
$194,132, according to official figures.
Murray city tax bills including a city
property tax and a city school (graded)
tax went into the mails for city
residents earlier this year.
County taxpayers can get a discount
if they pay by Nov. 1; taxes are payable
without the discount from Nov. 2-Dec.
31; unpaid bills after Jan. 1, 1979, are
considered deliquent and a two percent
penalty will be tacked on, while bills
still unpaid after Jan. 31, 1979 are
subject to a 10 percent penalty.
Calloway County Property Valuation
Administrator Charles E. Hale said
today the total worth of property here
this year is $341,195,490 up from a 1977
figure of $307,805,268.
According to Hale, the total taxable
value of property in this county for both
county (common) and city (graded)
school district purposes is $236,131,204;
tangible property (usually classified as
motor vehicles, airplanes, mobile
homes, professional tools and furniture
in commercial establishments) is
'valued at 961,484,864, while bank shares
are valued at $7,103,640.
Hale said homestead exemptions
(given to those over 65) this year totals
$17,700,000 and deferred value on
County
farmland is $99,876,000. Hale saia that
as they are classified both property
covered by homestead exemptions and
farmland are not subject to taxation.
But, he pointed out should a farm be
turned into a subdivision, it would lose
the deferred value exemption.
Hale pointed out most of the per-
centage of increase in the total value of
real estate in Calloway County this year
over last year came with new con-
struction, both commercial and
residential.
What is the property tax rate here'
Hale said it will vary depending on
whether one lives in the county, in the
city but not in the city school district, or
in the city and within the boundaries of
the city school district.
County taxpayers living outside the
city of Murray are taxed .620 cents per
each $100 in assessed value on real
estate and .755 on tangible property.
Taxpayers living in the city but not in
the city school district pay additional
city taxes totaling .400 cents per each
$100 assessed on both real estate and
tangibles. City taxpayers who live in
the city and in the city school district
pay school taxes totaling .285 per each
$100 assessed, city taxes totaling .400
and county taxes totaling .520 on real
estate and .655 on tangible property.
City taxpayers who live in the city
school district do not pay a county
Begin Says That Israel
Will Not Give Up Claim
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Wrker
WASHINGTON (AP) — Prime
Minister Menachem Begin told
Congress today that Israel has no in-
tention of giving up its claim to
sovereignty or its right to station troops
in disputed areas of the West Bank and
the Gaza Strip.
Begin told leaders of the House in a
breakfast meeting that they should not
misinterpret the Camp David accords
to--mean that Israel has committed
itself to restoring Arab sovereignty to
those lands, which it captured in the
1967 war.
Begin and Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat were meeting today with
congressional leaders to talk about the
recently concluded summit.
The two leaders planned to meet
separately with President Carter at the
White House this afternoon.
Meanwhile, Secretary of State Cyrus
R. Vance added Syrian President Hafez
Assad to the list of Arab leaders he will
visit to explain the Camp David
agreements and seek support. He
previously had scheduled stops in
Jordan and Saudi Arabia on the trip,
which begins tonight.
Sadat told members of the Senate
Three County Men
To Answer Charges
Three county men are expected to
report to Calloway County Circuit Court
Sept. 22 to answer charges turned in
against them by a September grand
jury.
A 12—member Calloway County
Circuit Court Grand Jury returned 21
indictments last Thursday. Also in-
dicted were Merritt Lawson, 47, Route
1, Murray, and Randy Lawson, 24, also
Route 1, Murray, charged with three
counts each of knowingly receiving
stolen property of a value over $100.
Following grand jury charges
Thursday, local authorities arrested
the two on the force of a circuit court
bench warrant, a court spokesman
said.
Currently free on a 10 percent of
$1,000 bond, the two men are expected
to face arraignment Sept. 22.
Billy Joe Brandon, also indicted by
the grand jury, is expected to report in
court Sept. 22. Brandon, 19, Almo, is
charged with theft by failure to make
disposition of property, the court of-
ficial said.
Grand jurors indicted two persons for
murder and one rape during their
session last week. Plus the panel in-
spected and reported on the condition of
county property.
Tax Bills In Mail
chool district tax, according to current
tax rates.
According to Hale, property in
Kentucky, unless it is specifically
exempted, must be taxed on the basis of
its fair market value as of January 1 of
each year.
"Fair market value" is generally
defined as the estimated price which
property would bring in a fair and
voluntary sale with a willing buyer and
seller, fully informed as to the potential
uses of the property and with a
reasonable time to complete the
transaction." Most Realtors will point
out that assessments from one neigh-
borhood to another will vary depending
on "location, location, location."
According to Hale, the state tax rate
of .315 per $100 is set by the legislature.
The county portion of the rate is set
each year by the county fiscal year.
School raies are set at about the same
time as (he county rate and is under
approval of the state school board.
Hale pointed out that persons who do
not agree with their tax assessments
should not wait until tax bills arrive.
Valuation review time comes during
the tax roll inspection period, normally
five days beginning the first Monday in
June. If a person feels the fair market
value of his property is overstated, he
can file an appeal to the county court
clerk. Local property valuation of-
ficials will then conduct a hearing
Maximum ChargesTo Be Pressed
Against Man Who Shot Warden
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) --
Maximum charges will be pressed
against a Kentucky State Penitentiary
inmate accused of shooting and
wounding prison Superintendent
Donald Bordenkircher, according to
state Corrections Commissioner David
Bland.
Bordenkircher was wounded in the
left leg Saturday evening when he
confronted inmate asssigned to work
as a trusty at the warden's state-owned
home a few hundred yards from the
prison.
Corrections authorities identified
John Howard Fulton as the trusty who
allegedly shot Bordenkircher. Fulton
had been assigned to do lawn and other
chores around the superintendent's
house.
_ Ch. Sunday. an Official SOUrce, who
asked not to be identified because of the
investigation, said the inmate allegedly
was Johnny Fuller.
Lyon County Attorney Bill Cun-
ningham said no formal charges had
yet been filed against Fulton, whose
case is to go to the Lyon County grand
jury Oct. 2.
Bordenkircher said Fulton was
serving time on two counts of armed
robbery, one count of carrying a con-
cealed deadly weapon and escape from
the Kentucky State Reformatory at La
Grange.
He said Fulton had been working at
his home for about three months and
was due to go before the state parole
board soon.
Bland said in a telephone interview
that he plans to review the respon-
sibilities of trustys as a result of the
incident.
However, he said he has already
reviewed the larger question of whether
there should be a trusty program and
concluded it is an important ingredient
--in prisoner rehabilitation.
Bland said the trusty program
provides the prison system with a way
of recognizing exemplary behavior and
rewarding inmates—
"It's a very important part of the
overall reward program," he said,
adding that it also gives inmates an
opportunity to acquire skills and to
learn good work habits. "it provides
one more area to place inmates in
something that is productive work,
which is limited inside the (prison)
walls," Bland said. "One of the most
important thipgs I can do is ensuring
we have a productive work force' with
productive work habits and skills." #
Inmates who have not been convicted
of any of the five statuatory offenses —
rape in any degree, attempted rape,
sodomy, robbery in the first degree,
attempted robbery in the first degree.
and assault in the first and second
degree — are eligible, if their prison
records are clean and their per-
formance indicates they deserve the
chance. Bland said.
Inmates approved by the
clissification committee pt each in-
stitution are then matched-to a job by
the career development officer.
Bland said there was apparently no
indication that Fulton would attempt to
shoot Bordenkircher. He. said he had
been to _dinner at the superintendent's
house about a month ago and had a long
talk with Fulton. "He Seemed just like
any other able-bodied man," Bland
said.
According to Bordenkircher, Fulton
pointed a .38 snub-nosed revalver at
him, and told him he had to kill him, his
wife and 18-year-old daughter.
usually Mame sits inspection tireried....
A Kentucky property tax calendar
follows:
Assessment Date January 1
Listing Period to March 1
Public Inspection
of Tax Rolls First Monday In June
Board of Assessment
Appeals Second Monday In June
Tax Bills Delivered
to Sheriff By September 15
Pay with Discount By November I
Pay Without
Discount Nov. 2 to Dec. 31
Tax Bills Deliquent January I
Pay with Penalty Jan. 1 to Jan. 31
Pay with 10 Percent
Penalty After January 31.
Foreign Relations Committee he thinks
Jordan and Saudi Arabia eventually
will support the accords.
Later, he told reporters he plans to fly
Wednesday from Washington to Rabat,
Morocco, to meet with King Hassan.
Then, he said, he will fly home to Cairo
and make contact with Jordan's King
Hussein.
Sen. Frank Church of Idaho, ranking
Democratic member of the Foreign
Relations Committee, said Sadat told
the private breakfast meeting that he
hopes Hussein will "play the role that
must be played by Jordan if the issues
of the West Bank are ever to be
resolved."
Sadat told reporters, "Whenever
there is any agreement that will permit
the establishment of peace so that no
one encroaches on the other's land or
sovereignty, then all Arabs will be
behind it."
The Egyptian leader expressed
confidence that the remaining issues
between Egypt and Israel will be
resolved so that "we can be good neigh-
bors." And he said he has been assured
the United States will remain "a full
partner" in the search for Middle East
peace.
The Arab states have consistently
said that Israel must give up its oc-
cupied territories on the West Bank of
the Jordan River and the Gaza Strip to
have peace.
But Begin made it clear that Israel
views the matter differently.
"I believe with all my heart that the
Jewish people have a right to
sovereignty over Judea, Samaria and
the Gaza Strip," he said, using the
biblical names for the lands on the West
Bank. He said "the Bible gives us that
right."
Begin added that sovereignty and
military contra/ aver tha We Baais.,
and Gaza are essential to Israel's
security because those lands "are on
the threshhold of our homes."
The accords call for replacement of
Israel's military government with an
autonomous government elected by the
Palestinians who live there. Israel's
troops would be garrisoned in specified
locations.
But the accords do not deal with the
question of ultimate sovereignty or
what happens to Israel's troops after
the fiveyear transition period which is
supposed to lead to a final peace.
Begin said the troop arrangement "is
not for five years. It is for the tran-
sitional period and beyond."
Rescue Squad Expects
Fire Truck Delivery
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
expects delivery in November on a new
fire truck that, according to one
spokesman "should boost the system's
ffeelighting capabilities considerably."
A roadblock Sunday raised some
$1365 for the truck, the fire-rescue
squad spokesman said, but the squad
continues to take donations, which are
tax deductible. "We'd 'like to thank
everyone who donated. Our new truck
will cost $43,500 and we're a long way
from that. Anyone who wants to donate
can call 753-4112 or send the donation to
P.O. Box 612, Murray, the spokesman
said.
The spokesman said the truck ex-
pected in November will have two
pumps, one a powerful 850 psi boostet
inside today
that uses less water and through a
unique air-water system, extinguishes
fires faster than regular pumps, the
spokesman said.
"This new truck should boost our fire
fighting capabilities considerably. It
should cut our response time, enabling
us to get to a fire quicker," he said.
The spokesman said another factor in.
the squad's "response time" is in the
fact the squad and Mercy Professional
Ambulance Service now occupy the
same building at 806 Coldwater Road
off Five Points in Murray. The am-
bulance service dispatches for the
rescue squad. The rescue squad moved
from a previous location at South 4th
and the ambulance servicitmoved from
a location at North 4th and Chestnut
Street.
One Section — 12 Pages
One way to keep up with days7gone-by is to stumble
across, an old newspaper. That's just what happened to
Dana Scarbrough recently when she found a 1943 Pontiac,
Mich., paper in the bottom of a trunk she purchased at a
yard sale. Columnist M. C. Garrott relates some of the
items contained in that newspaper in today's installment




Partly cloudy today through
Wednesday. Continued hot,
humid and hazy. Highs today and
Wednesday from the upper 80s to
low 90s. Lows tonight from the
upper 60s to mid 70s.
today's index
Building Page

















By Abigail Van Buren
1971 tov Crucapo t"oune Nie.s Sy,,o Inc
DEAR ABBY: Why do all 50- and 60-year-old men want 25-
and 30-year-old women, when we 50 year-old women would
be so much better for them?
FIFTY AND LONELY
DEAR FIFTY: First, not -ILL 50- and 60-year-old men
want 25- and 30-year-old women, but who's to say what's
-better- for those who do?
As for those May-December marriages, they are usually a
tradeoff, and all that is necessary for a marriage to succeed
is two people who need each other. It matters little what
each needs from the other, as long as the need is real and
fulfilled.
DEAR ABBY: I am a girl. 16, and I am dating boys who
have cars. Sometimes we'll come home from a movie or
somewhere and we'll sit in his car for a while. We sit right in
front of my house, Abby. If we wanted to make out, we could
easily go park on a lonely road.
I'm not saying I've never exchanged a kiss or two with a
guy in his car, but it's never a big make-out session. We talk
mostly.
I don't do anything in the car I wouldn't do in the house,
but my m-other says she doesn't want me sitting out
there —even talking. She says the neighbors are getting
their eyes full, and I'm ruining my reputation. I couldn't care
less what the neighbors say, as my conscience is clear. I
would like your opinion.
NOTHING TO HIDE
DEAR NOTHING: As long as you don't do anything in
the car that you wouldn't do in the house, do it in the house.
A girl has only one reputation, so take care that yours is as
clear as your conscience.
DEAR ABBY: I am a young widow. (Under 30.) My hus-
band died less than a year ago in a tragic accident, and I'm
still not over it.
I've always been very close to my in-laws, and since my
husband's death I have had dinner at their place once a
iveek.
Now my problem: Three weeks ago, when I went to my in-
law's home for dinner, my mother-in-law wasn't home yet,'
but my father-in-law was. Well, he made improper advances
toward me. At first I thought he was just being affectionate
in a fatherly way, but he started holding me tight and
kissing me. I realized that he had something else in mind. I
was totally stunned when he started to unbutton my blouse!
I freed myself, ran to my car and drove home.
Since that night I haven't been back there. My mother-in-
law keeps asking me when I'm roming, but I don't want to
face my father-in law again. What do I tell my mother-in-
law? Just thinking about that incident turns my stomach.
Help me, please.
NAMELESS. PLEASE
DEAR NAMELESS: Go back to your in-laws and try to
resume your former good relationship. At the very Bret
opportunity tell your father-in-law privately that if he ever
makes another pass at you, you will tell his wife. I doubt if
you'll have any troubie with him after that.
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a dimple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $I and a long, stamped in cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
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tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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Dr. F.J L BLASINGAME
Painful Upper Legs
Q: Mrs. 0. R. writes that
her 12-year-old son has
Osgood's disease of his
upper leg, with pain and
soreness on the shinbone
just below his right knee.
He participates in sports
at school but recalls no
Injury.
She says that their phy-
sician is a man of few
words, but he requested
her son limit his participa-
tion in athletics and said
that he should recover
shortly and be able to
return to sports.
Mrs. 0. B. asks, -Please
explain this disease. Is it
serious and will it likely
give my son trouble later
and cause him any disabil-
ity?"
A: Judging from your
description of your son's
illness and the treatment
Suggested by your physi-
cian, the boy has Osgood-
Schlatter disease. It is not
a serious illness, and re-
covery is usually com-
plete, though sometimes
slow requiring six to 18
months I. No complications
or permanent disability
results.
The large muscles of the
front of the thigh are con-
nected by a tendon to the
front of the upper part of
the larger leg bone I tibial
,at its tuberosity -just below
the kneecap. Occasionally,
some of the fibers of the
tendon get slightly torn
where the tendon connects
to the bone, the tear result-
ing -in a painful area. The
tendon never separates





A reunion of the family of
the late Buie and Ethel
Miller of Lynn Grove was
held Sunday, Sept. 3, at the
Ellis Community Center.
All of the children were
present except Ferrel Miller
who was out of town. A
basket lunch was served at
noon.
Those in attendance were:





held in honor of Mr. and
Mrs. James Paul Miller
prior to their wedding on
Aug. 18.
Mrs. Debbie Barrow, Mrs.
Lucrecia King, Mrs. Joyce
Taylor, and Mrs. Bettye
Hinson were hostesses for a
household shower held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Rudy
C. Hutson, parents of the
bride, the former Sherry
Hutson.
A gift tea was- held at the
annex of Eastwood Church
of Christ ,Paris, Term., on
Aug. 13. Hostesses were
Mrs. Carrye Cole, Mrs. Joan
McWherter, Mrs. Betty
Moody, • Mrs. Patti Hart,
Mrs. Barbara Smyth, Mrs.
Carolyn Bumpus, Mrs.
Janice Jackson, Mrs. Joyce
Plott, Mrs. Sue Fuqua, and
Mrs. Elvereen Snow.
Dana, Sherri, Sandy Miller,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Adams,
Donna and Randy Adams,
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Adams,
all of Lynn Grove, Mr. and
Mrs. David Rye, Heather
Rye, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat
Futrell, Melanie aid David
Futrell, Murray, Mr. and
Mrs. Zane Cunningham,
Philip and Joy Cunningham,
Mrs. Mary Rousseau, Lynn
and Gregg Rousseau, all Of
Bowling Green.
Mr. and Mrs. James Fain,
Lynn Grove, Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Herndon, Gina and
Cheryl Herndon, Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Fain, Mitchell
and Elizabeth Fain, Murray,
Mr. and Mrs. James R.
Miller, Lynn Grove, Mrs.
Bobby Marshall, Angie and
Darren Marshall, Murray,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Eaker
and Leigh Ann, Hopkinsville,




Mr. and Mrs. W. E.-Scott,
Hopkinsville, Nancy Scott,
Louisville, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Shoemaker, Georgia,
Tim Shoemaker, Nashville,/
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Gaine.4
Nichols, Chris and Melissa
Nichols, South Carolina;
and Mrs. Jack S
Louisville, Kenny Smith,
Bowling Green, Mr. kind
Mrs. Mike Smith, Amy and
Nathan Smith, Indiana, and
Mrs. Ferrel Miller, Tammie,





Aspirin and a limitation
of activity are all that are
needed. Your son should
continue to exercise as
much as he can tolerate
without producing pain. He
should avoid massaging
the painful site. Cold appli-
cations can be helpful in
relieveing any local ach-
ing.
Later, after healing, the
"bump" or tuberosity of
the tibia may appear
slightly more prominent,
but the knee and tendon
usually function altogether
normally. Once healing
has taken place, the tendon
does not usually tear
again, and pain does not
recur.
Of course, your son could
later have pain in his upper
leg or knee joint from some
other cause. If this occurs,
he should be seen by your
physician to evaluate the





Mr. & Mrs.Larrie Clark
Present Deltas 'Program
The Delta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
opened the new year with a
smorgasbord dinner and
musical entertainment
Tuesday, Sept. 5, at 6:30 p.m.
Miss Louise Swann, chairman
of the department, presided.
Prof. Larrie Clark, member
of the music department of
Murray State University, sang
a group of September songs.
lie was accompanied at the
piano by Mrs. Clark.
Professor and Mrs. Clark
were introduced by Miss Clara
Eagle, program chairman.
Mesdames Don Keller, Bob
Billington, and Bethel
Richardson, members of the
advisory council spoke to the
members about the new rules
of the club house. There will
no longer be meals cooked in
the kitchen, but the club house
may be rented by members or
others for catered meals,
weddings and other events.
Because of inflation and the
cost of running the kitchen,
changes had to be made.
Hostesses of department
meetings will serve their own
refreshments that they bring
from home, and do the usual
getting ready for entertaining
and straightening after the
meeting.
The Deltas Voted to serve
coffee or tea only, at future
meetings.
DOatfila of red and pink rOses
were on the dining table,
courtesy of Mrs. Clifton Jones
of the South Pleasant Grove
community. Mrs. Mavis
McCamish responsible for the
flowers announced the donor.
Hostesses were Mesdames
Enid Sanders, Evelyn
Allbritten, Gels Ellis, Fltilssie
Mercer, Mavis McCarnish and
Joe Nell Rayburn.
Mrs. William Claxton,
Birmingham, Ala. guest of her
mother-in-law Mrs. Inez
Claxton, was a guest of the
club.
Other officers are Miss




Georgia Adams is chaplain
She used the club collect as tfir
devotional prayer.
Committee members are
Cancer: Dr. Alice Koenecke
Miss Lorene Swann, Mrs
Evelyn Allbritten, Mrs
Laurine Andrus;
Civic: Mrs. Helen Bennett,
Dr. Ruth E. Cole, Mrs. Louise
Baker, Mrs. Virginia
Strohecker;
Contest: Mrs. Mary Louise
Outland, Mrs. Mary Lou
Lassiter;
Courtesy: Mrs. Treva
Johnson, Mrs. Lema Warren,
Mrs. Flossie Mercer, Mrs
Bertie Vaughn Howton;
Finance: Mrs. Lucille
Thurman, Mrs. Inez Claxton,




Watson, Dr. Janice Hooks,
Miss Frances Sexton;
Program: Miss Hazel
Tarry, Mrs. Clinton Rowien,-
Miss Clara Eagle, Miss
Frances Sexton;
Telephone: Mesdames Enid
Sanders, Mayrelle Clark, Nell
Hendon, Oneida Ford, Mavis
McCamIsh, Leone Travis,
Eleia Roberts, Robbie Udd-
berg, Miss Ruth Lassiter
1Pubttrity: Mrs. Lochie Hart
Coldwater United
Methodist Church Women
met at the church Monday,
Sept. 11, at 7:30 p.m. with
Mrs. Linda Wilson in charge
of the program.
Title of the lesson was
"Journey to Heaven." Mrs.
Wilson read the scripture II
Corinthians 5:1-8. Topics for
discussion were "Anxious for
Heaven" by Nancy Haneline,
••Through the Gifts" by
Patsy Locke, "Do a Little
Soul Stretching" by Mrs.
Alma Cooper.
Closing the program with
prayer was Mrs. Lucille
Potts. Door prize was given
to Mrs. Patsy Locke. Those
there not previously men-
tioned were: Elizabeth
Jones, Jane Lamb and Helen
Smith.
The next Coldwater UMW
meeting is set Oct. 2.
Chosen Yards Of Month
NAMED AS BUSINESS YARD of the Month by the Carden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club was Long John Silvers' Seafood Shoppe on South 12th Street. The plan-
tings are accented by the careful arrangements of white and brown stone on several
levels. The larger plantings are a hemlock, dwarf maple, and several Oregon grape
hollies. These are surrounded by various species of holly, yews, azaleas, and cactii.
Large boxwood bushes are planted along both sides of the building. The result is an at-
tractive yard that adds beauty to Murray year-round and deserves our attention and
complements, a Garden Department spokesman said.
THE YARD OF MRS. MAE JONES, 1717 Melrose Drive, has been named as the residen-
tial yard of the month by the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Three
well shaped sugar maples frame the front of the home and cast shade to the expanse
of the green well-tended lawn. In front of the basic front foundation plantings of holly
and yew, are planted masses of perennials and annuals providing color from spring to
frost, ranging from scarlet sage, red geranium, red celosia to white and pink periwinkle,
and santana. Side foundation plantings include evergreen euonymus with scarlet sage
border. Five rose bushes, each a different color, are along the east foundation. Mrs.
Jones also has a vegetable garden growing tomatoes, squash, and green beans. She
also has two maturing peach trees she started from seeds.
Where else in Murray
can you get Prime Rib
for only $5.95?
This Wednesday treat yourself and the family to a really fine meal — at a really
fine price. Enjoy an 8 oz. cut of prime rib cooked to your liking, a baked potato or
steak fries, our salad bar and a drink all ,this for only $5.95. Normally, this meal
would cost you $9.45, so we're saving you 40%.
It doesn't cost a lot to eat at Dakota Feed and Grain — it just looks like it. Come






























































































Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for
Girls will meet at the lodge
hall at seven p.m.
Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at
7:30 p.m. with the chorus to
meet at 6:30 p.m. for
rehearsal.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Recreation for senior
citizens led by Lee Gamble
of Murray State University
will be from seven to nine
p.m. at the Ellis
Center.
Wednesday, September 20
J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will have a
potluck luncheon at the
Community room of the
North Branch of Peoples
Bank, at 11:30 a.m.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
will bowl at seven p.m. at
Corvette Lanes.
The Murray Human Rights
Commission will meet in the
council chamber, City Hall,
at 5:30 p.m. Meetings are




Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at
two p.m.
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the Hazel Com-
munity Center at seven p.m.
Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
is scheduled to meet at 6:30
p.m.
La Leche League will
meet at the home of Jen-
nifer Heegel at 7:30 p.m.
Zeta Omicron chapter of
Pi Delta Phi, national
French honor society, will
meet at the home of Dr.
Bert Ball.
Temple Hill Chapter No.
511 Order of the Eastern
Star will meet at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Betty Sledd Mission Group
of First Baptist Church
Baptist Young Women will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Nelson Ford at nine a.m.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight
p.m. with the officers to
meet at seven p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Community Center
at 7:30 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m.
for activities by Murray
Senior Citizens including
devotion at 10:05 a.m., arts,
crafts, quilting, etc., at 10:30
a.m., lunch at noon, and
table games, etc., at one
p.m.
Chair Caning -workshop by
County Extension Service
will be at the City-County
Park at 9:30 a.m.
Basketweaving Workshop
will be held at Empire
Farm, Land Between the
Lakes, from 12:30 to three
p.m.
Workshop on study skills,
sponsored by Murray State
Learning Center, will be
held from seven to nine p.m.
at Hart Hall Coffee Shop. No
charge and topics will in-
clude textbook reading,
notetaking, managing your
time, how to take tests, and
others.
Mini-concert, "Oliver,"
sponsored by Office of
Student Activities, will be at









ia at 7:30 p.m. with
d Alls, pharmacist,
Joe Pat Cohoon, nar-
cotics detective, to speak.
Tailored Walking Shoes
from Scholl
smooth lining of trwot
Long Counters give extra suppotl
where Its needed most
Genuine leather insole that
breathes
Eistra cushioning under















. IMOOFFICERS OF the Murray High School Chapter of the Future Homemakers of
America presided at the opening meeting held in the form of a salad supper at the
school cafeteria on Tuesday, Sept. 12, at 5:30 p.m. New members were welcomed.
Dana Mansfield, president of Region I, told about her attendance at the March of
Dimes workshop held at Murray State University in August, and also spoke about the
State Leadership Conference held at Hardinsburg. Mrs. Lucy Lilly, advisor, also at-
tended the workshop. Mrs. Dortha Bailey, chapter mother, and Mrs. Lucy Lilly, advisor,
were present. Officers are, left to right, front row, Julie Sams. historian, Dana Manfield,
first vice, Karen Bailey, president, Mary Morris, secretary, Sharon Whaley, treasurer,
Mitzi Cathey, parliamentarian, back row, Karen Brandon, devotion, Lynn Outland, song,
Stacy Fulton, reporter, Claudia Billington, recreation, Becky Shuffett, scholarship, and





What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr 20)419)4it
Your momea.am carries
you on toward ac-
complishment that utilizes
your many skills and talents.
Observers will be impressed.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
With the decks cleared for
action, you have smooth
sailing. Perhaps this is the day
to attend to some unfinished
business involving someone
who was once close.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
A little gentleness is called
for in telling someone some
news that may be upsetting.
Be sympathetic and op-
tiznistic.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 03(C)
You have an impulse to
redecorate, and since your
creative talents are sharp,
this just might be the right
time for it.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Apparent lack of progress is
getting to you, but if you think
less pessimistically, you will
discover that headway has
been made.
Travel plans should be
made, whether immediate or
long-range. Disappointment
could result in putting piem
off or trusting to luck. (
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)V
The sun is shining on you
careerwise. If changes offer
themselves, consider
carefully as possible rungs up
the ladder.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Doubts about some long-
held convictions creep into
your thinking. Do not be afraid
to discuss them with a person
whose judgment you value.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Creative juices are flowing
and any artistic talents are at
a peak for you. Don't be afraid
to try expressing yourself in a
new medium.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly knowledgeable person,
with creative ability, and
gifted along scientific and
educational lines. You have a
capacity for hard work,
meticulous attention to detail,
and are outstandingly
trustworthy. Sometimes you
lack self-confidence but, if you
can overcome this, there are
no heights you cannot reach —
especially in the fields of
dramatic writing, acting,
statesmanship, diagnostic
medicine or as a business
leader. Birthdate of: Upton
Sinclair, author; Sophia
VIRGO ND tjA.' Loren, film star.
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) -jr
Details on a financial
project are not completely
grasped, so backtrack.
Careful reappraisal can avert
regrets in the future.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
A qecently acquired friend
offerti a pleasant encounter. If
contact is not made by late
afternoon, there is no reason
why you cannot seek that
person out.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Depression is not a part of
your makeup, but influences
may have you "down" at the
moment. Seek out those who
have a pleasant effect on you.
SAGITTARIUS

















PerCINIGO or loyeeror •""
Of SI SO Or More
illCOMMIS LUMP
Hand pick your Christmas
diamonds now from our
gigantic 5 store inventory
Save on clusters sets
solitaires. wedding bonds,
pendants, and earrings.















Mr. and Mrs. Gary Grace,
411 Wooldridge Drive.
Hopkinsville, are the parents
of a baby girl, Kristie
Renee, born on Grand-
parents Day, Sunday, Sept.
10, at 11:15 p.m. at the
Jennie Stuart Hospital.
Hopkinsville. The mother is
the former Renee Jennings.
The baby weighed seven
pounds one ounce and
measured 19 inches.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Shirley Grace, Jewel Grace,
and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin IL
Jennings, all of Hopkinsville.
Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Kerby Jen-
nings and Mr. and Mrs
Leon Adams. all of Murray.
and Mrs. Mae Grace.
Greenville. Mrs. Kaoveda




Katrina Kay is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs
Randy Bailey, Muellay„-ipr
their baby girl, weighing
seven pounds eleven ounces,
measuring 20ts inches, born
on Sunday, Aug. 27, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.





The Home Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
will meet Thursday, Sept.
21, at two p.m. at the club
house.
Mary Jane Littleton and
Kizzie Cantrell, delegates to
the Women's Convention in
Houston. Texas, will be the
speakers.
Hostesses will be Mrs. Nix
Crawford, Mrs. Lora Arnold,
Mrs. Max Hurt, and Mrs.
Alfred Taylor.
The world's most traveled
people are Americans, accord-
ing to the National Geographic
Society. Some 3.4 million Amer-
icans are expected to be issued
passports by the end of the
year .
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Max Bailey of Muray
and Mr. and Mrs. Elwood
Johnson of Dexter Route
One. Great grandfathers are
Jesse Crouse of Murray
Route Two and Jesse Bailey
of Murray Route Three.
BURKEEN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Bryant Burkeen of Murray
Route One announce the
birth of a baby boy, James,
Bryant, weighing eight
pounds 2'2 ounces,
measuring 202 inches, born
on Friday, Sept. 15, at 4:21
a.m, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is employed
with the Kirkland Trucking
Company and the mother is
on leave from Uncle Jeff's.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen of
Murray Route One, Mrs.
Earl Wade Norsworthy of
Mayfield Route Seven. and
Ernie Sheridan of Murray.
Great grandmothers are
Mrs. B. W. Burkeen of
Almo, Mrs. John Workman
of Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth
Jones of Mayfield Route-
Seven, and Mrs. John Hobbs
of Milburn. A great great
grandmother is Mrs. Lottie
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The first fall meeting of
the Zeta Omicron chapter of
Pi Delta Phi, national
French honor society, will
be held at the home of Dr.
Bert Ball, Thursday night,
Sept. 21.
The organization is open to
Murray State students who
have achieved distinction in 
FOUR-PART COSTUMEFrench studies and to
teachers and other in- Plunge vest layers over  
side-slit singlet; warm-upclividuals who have a sincere
love of the French language hosewith halter instep
and culture. slips over bare feet; bulky
Tarpley Jones, president, cap is in Irish wool tweed.
will initiate the new Bright sienna combines
members, and Karen Jones with a tweed mixture of
will present a slide show of sienna and gray, plus a red
French paintings, tweed mix in the hat. (All-
American wool hand-knits
and hand-crochets by Joan
Vass.)
Four of the first five
presidents of the United





The Rev. Dr. Walter
Mischke, Jr., minister of the
First United Methodist
Church, discussed the work
that he and the Rev. Bob
Farless are doing as a team
ministry at the church at
the general meeting of the
United Methodist Church
Women held on Tuesday,
Sept. 5, in the Hale Chapel.
Mrs. Irma La Follette
introduced the speaker.
Coffee was served prior to
the meeting by the Mattie
Bell Hays Circle.
The devotion was
presented by Dr. Alice
Koenecke and Mrs. Inez
Jones from the Wesleyan
Circle on The Lord's Prayer




announced that the Oct. 3rd




of the district meeting on
Sept. 12 at South Fulton and
the mission study at Kirksey
on Oct. 8.
The slate of officers for
1979 was presented by the
nominating committee
composed of Mrs. Ron
Foster, Mrs. Harry Sparks,
and Mrs. Yancey Watkins,
and the slate was approved
as follows:
Mrs. Jeffrey, president;
Mrs. La Follette, first vice;




Mrs. Gary Holman, program
La Leche League To
Meet, Heegel Home
The La Leche League will
meet at the home of Jen-
nifer Heegel on Thursday,
Sept. 21, at 7:30 p.m.
This meeting is open to all
mothers interested in the
breast feeding of their
babies, and for information
persons may call 759-4878.
material; Mrs. Lowell Kihg,






involvement; Mrs. W. C.
Butterworth, Christian global
concerns.
Mrs. Harry Sparks, Mrs.
Yancey Watkins, Mrs. Mary
Bell Overbey, nominating;
Mrs. Gillard Ross and Mrs.





church dinners; Mrs. Dick
Sykes and Mrs. John Ward,
church kitchen; Mrs. H. T.
Waldrop, special receptions;
Mrs. John Ward, shut ins;








Teacher Club made plans
for the annual Fall Festival
to be held on Friday, Oct.
27, with Ann Brooks a:
chairman for the festival.
Mrs. Brooks said any
persons desiring to help with
the festival may contact her
at her home.
The FTC business meeting
was held following the
potluck supper on Thursday.
Sept. 7, at the school.
Recommendations of the
finance committee for the
school year's needs, and tilt
proposed fund rais4pg
projects, presented by Jane
Barton, treasurer, were
approved by the PTC
members present.
The membership chairman
said that parents not
enrolled in FTC still have
the opportunity to join and
support their school.
HEAD QUARTERS
"For A Cut Above The Rest"
753-2266
BS Appointment














Wednesday 10 A.M. & 3 P.M. _
during Story Hour
The House of Thousands, Fox Meadows Mobile Home ParkS. 16th St., is Sales Representative for the remarkable StudioKnitting Machine
a
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CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - President
Anwar Sadat appears to have given
more ground at the Camp David
summit than Israel, but he got
everything Egypt wanted.
He has gotten the maximum under
the art of the possible," a senior
Egyptian source said commenting on
charges by Syria and. the Palestine
Liberation Organization that Sadat was
selling them out and concluding a
separate peace with Israel.
Sadat, his senior advisers and the
- goverment-controlled Egyptian press
said the "framework of peace in the
Middle East" he signed with Israeli
'Prime Minister Menachem Begin
safeguarded essential Arab interests.
The Egyptian president maintained it
established principles that Israel's
other Arab neighbors could use in
negotiations to regain their lost lands.
There is an outside possibility of that.
But it is much more likely that the
projected negotiations over the West
Bank of the Jordan River and the Gaza
Strip could drag on inconclusively and
present no attractions to Syria, the
other main Arab belligerent.
The West Bank agreement, however,
allowed Sadat to extract his major goal
from the summit - total Israeli with-
drawal from the Sinai Desert and its
return to full Egyptian sovereignty.
That has been Egypt's aspiration since
the end of the six-day war in 1967, when
the Israelis swept to the Suez Canal and
dug in.
A hero's welcome already is being
officially prepared for Sadat on his
return to Cairo, expected on Saturday.
Comments from average Egyptians on
the Camp David agreements indicate
no particular opposition.
Foreign Minister Mohamed /Camel
resigned in disagreement over the
concessions Sadat made on the West
Bank and Palestinian issues, but the
president is expected to take that in
stride. Predictable criticism from the
small leftist opposition party here also
will have little effect, and it won't be
tolerated for long.
The rea,ction of Saudi Arabia is likely
Capitol Ideas
to be more important for Sadat than the
domestic repercussions. The kingdom's
conservative rulers have not openly
supported Sadat's direct dealings with
Israel. But neither have they opposed
him, and in the context of Arabpolitics
that means they have given him a free
hand so far.
Saudi Arabia has given Egypt billions
of dollars since the 1973 October war.
Since it also bankrolls Syria heavily, it
often plays the role of arbiter in inter-
Arab disputes.
Its particular concern is East
Jerusalem, site of the third holiest
shrine in Islam after Mecca and
Medina. Jordan captured it in the 1948
war and Israel annexed it after the 1967
war.
Sadat said he and President Carter
were in full agreement on the status of
the holy city, and the Egyptian media
has given the impression that Carter
will be personally involved in the final
disposal of the Arab part of the city.
However, Israelis of all political parties
are agreed they will never relinquish it,
and there was no mention of Jerusalem
in either the Camp David agreements
or Carter's explanation of them to the
U.N. Congress Monday night.




WASHINGTON (AP) - "The time
for Mickey Mouse has expired," said
the presiding officer of the United
States Senate with all due solemnity.
It was true that Sen. William Prox-
mire had finished his tale of the mice
Who are overrunning the Dirksen
Senate Office Building.
But there was more Mickey Mouse
oratory to follow, for as Majority
Leader Robert C. Byrd would note:
"The funny season has corne early this
year
For weeks the Senate chamber had
been a pit of raw nerves. The
maneuvering over the natural gas bill
had put everybody on edge. Finally,
Byrd came up with a timetable that
everyone could accept and the threat of
a filibuster pushing close to Election
Day was over.
It was time to relax, to talk about
mice and poke a little political fun at
each other.
After Proxmire finished, Sen. John
Chafee, a Republican from Rhode
Island, took the floor to needle the
Democrats.
Chafee referred to-aati-MbiliIdng
article" that described Rosalynn
Carter telling political rallies in Texas
that more Democrats had to be elected
to Congress to help her husband get his
programs enacted.
"1 looked at this with disbelief," said
Chafe*. "Democrats to help President
Carter get his program through
Congress"
It was the Republicans, said the
Rhode Island senator, who came to
Carter's rescue when he needed votes
to end the Turkiah arms embargo and
for support of the sale of jet fighters to
Egypt and Saudi Arabia.
A majority of Senate Derocrats
Bible Thought
For the Lord seeth not as maa seetb.
- I Samuel 111:7.
Appearances may be deceptive,
through lack of insight or knowledge, or
by intention to deceive How assuring to
hear that God judges not 'hi-cording to
the seeing of the eye
— -
opposed Carter on both issues, while
more than 70 percent of the
Republicans voted with the president
"To get more Democrats in Congress
is the very antithesis of what the
president is seeking," said Chafee.
Byrd asked if he might interrupt.
In his most serious tone - and no one
could be certain whether the majority
leader was joining in the fun or was
deadly earnest - Byrd turned to
Chafee to say, "I personally want to
thank him and those Republicans who
have stood against tremendous op-
position for what they saw was in the
best interests of the country."
On and on he went to praise the
statesmanlike Chafee.
Byrd talked and the clock ticked and
Chafee suddenly realized that the 15
minutes he had received to address the
Senate was running out.
"Is that on my time?" he asked Byrd.
"Yes, it is," said the majority leader
"I don't want to use my time in praise
of myself," complained Chafee.
A moment later, Byrd interrupted
again.
And once again, Chafee complained,
"My time is running out."
"Me senator from Rhode Island has
30 seconds remaining," said the
presiding officer.
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•Brittle Old Newspapers Help
Keep Memories Alive And Well
You never know what you'll come up
with at one of these yard or disposal
sales which are such a rage in Murray
these days.
The other day, a neighbor of ours,
Dana Scarbrough, went to one and
came home with an old trunk. In the
bottom of it, she discovered a brown
and brittle copy of the July 15, 1943,
edition of The Pontiac Daily Press from
Pontiac, Mich.
With the world ablase with World
War II, its banner story was about the
British 8th Army and Lt. Gen. George
S. Patton's forces closing a big pincer
trap on German forces on Sicily as the
invasion of Europe got under way in the
wakeThf the North African campaign.
The Russians were beginning to push
the Nazis from their homeland and had
retaken several towns north of
Belgorod, wherever that is or was.
Out in the Pacific, the Marine an-
ticraft gunners protecting Rendover
Island had used only 88 rounds of
ammunition to knock down 12 Japanese
bombers and one Zero fighter plane, all
on the 4th of July,
++ +
Oakland County, where Pontiac is
located, had exceeded its fat salvage
quota, collecting 38,185 pounds of waste
fats during the previous month. Its
quota was 36,368 pounds. The fat
yielded glycerine which was used in the
manufacture of explosives.
There were 66,587 homes in the
county, which meant that each home
had contributed about half-a-pound of
fats to the drive.
+++
Six months after he had been listed as
killed in action over Europe, a flyer, a
Lt. John S. Trost, a bombardier on a
missing' B-17 Flying Fortress bomber,
had walked into his Pontiac home
unannounced, surprising his father,
step-mother and six sisters.
His plane had crashed in France, and
it was four months before he and his
crew members could make it back to
England. They traveled at night with
the aid of French and Spanish patriots,
some of whom died before Nazi firing
squads for helping the Americans.
Landing at the Pontiac airport at 5
a.m., he took a cab to his home and
answered his step-mother's "Who's
there?" after she had been awakened
by his pounding on the back door
merely by replying, "Me!"
++
One of the men's stores was ad-
vertising Arrow shirts at $2.50 and
$3.50. It's "all wool gabardine" slacks
were $12.50; suits were $24.50 and socks
were two pair for $1.25. A drug store
had 100 aspirin for 11 cents, 100 sac-
charin tablets for 8 cents and "Dr.
Stover's Golden Oil for Arthritis" for 98
ON .
CAMERA
SUPPLIED BY KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
by John -Kasdan
September marks KETS 10th an-
nivers.ary of broadcasting. The state
public television network went on the
air on September 23, 1908. During the
coming year. KET plans an on-goink
celebration beginping with a birthda
party at the Mall at Lexington Center
in downtown Lexington This -kick
—eh- will be held Sunday. Septembe,
24 from 1 to 4 p.m.
There will be information about
KET —what the network is and what.
it does; therez411 be refreshments in
cludini a it 'anniversary cake tot
c`burset; and, there will be entertain-
ment. Mr. McFeely and has friend.
Purple Panda, starsitrt—lVtr, Rogers
Neighborhood,- will give -shows" for
pre-school children at 1.30, 2.15 and
3:00 p m. (ET>.
'Mr. Rogers Neighborhood is the
longest running children s program on
public television. More than seven
million children watch it every day
The. program won the first George
Foster Peabody Award for a noncom
mercial program. four Emmy nomina
turns the Saturday Review Television
Award, and many other professional
awards.
In honor of the occasion, the net
work will give away A stuffed Nfld.,
doll, Purple's Friend to a viewer, in
addition to some small gifts I.,
everyone Parents can register their
children for the drawing by sendine
the child's name, address and
telephone number to Purple.,
Friend," do KET. Department 701
ei00 Cooper Drive, Lexington. Ken
t ucky 40502.
In addition, the network is prepa,
ing a traveling, multi-media show
which Will be seen for the first time ,ii
the birthday party. Alter the "kidi
coti- on September 24, the nine slickproprctors, film propett•tr and dud,, .._ equipment used in the presentatii,
will be installed in a 20-foot, mobil.
van DM of the van r. side panels is.
be removed and replaced with .i
12.1 not sr men. allowing visual imaki.
Ii, be displayed using tear screen pi-,
pec lion. Over 400 slides and a 1..,..
nonlife film are being prepared for us/
in the -show .-
As far ax iii li n. ,-,  , -
time that a multi-media presentation
has been mounted in a mobile van.
The protect represents an effort-4.i
bring a KET presence beyond that of
the television set to communities of all
sizes throughout the Commonwealth.
Twenty to -311 percent of the total
population of the state is expected to
view this unique, eight-minute presen
tation during the coming year.
Public television's -stars- are help-
ing the network celebrate. =. Per-
sonalities as diverse as Jim Lehrer, co-
host of the "MacNtsl-Lelsrer-ftepoit.' -
Justin Wilson, host, of "Cookin.
Cajun,- and Marilyn Berger,
moderator of 'The Advocates," will
be in Kentucky to speak to conven-
tions of various groups In the coming
months, people throughout the state
will see them in person on television as
they wish the network 'Happy Birth-
day .
Finally, during the 10th anniversary
year. KET will host the annual con-
ference of the Southern Educational
Communications Association (SECA
Nearly 100 public television stations in
14 statex are expected to send over 400
representatives to next spring s
meeting in Lesiniton. KET hosted the
.first SECA conference in 1969. The
network is the first to be honored by
being asked to host Vie conference for
a second time.
KErs birthday is really,..0 celebra-
tion for the people of Kimtucky. Over
the years, their support has created the
largest public television network in the
nation. Today, pre-schoolers watch,
nationally acclaimed programs de-
signed to teach learning skills and pro
mote mature development . Three. out
of every lour public schools in the
-Ztatte use KET instructional program
mJng,,1j the classroom. Adults may use
Ittit to finish 'ugh school or to obtain
collettei
As the tvrisWork enters its sei.ond
decade if seeks to augment the test
book: to reach OW to all learners and
would-be learners. to provoke critical
thought and, to create a new art and
new literature with, of, and for televi-
sion
Happy birthday, KET . Happy
hirthday, Kentucky
cents.
On the society pages was a picture of
a pretty little girl who looked to be
about 12 years old. Her parents were
announcing her marriage to her Army
corporal sweetheart before a justice of
the peace in Sedalia, Mo.
++ +
In Washington, a French chef of some
renown had been hired by Uncle Sam to
turn 35-cent cafeteria lunches into
"something ultra." He had previously
chefed at the Savoy-Plaza and New
Yorker Hotels in New York, Chicago's
Drake and Blackstone and the
Roosevelt in New Orleans.
His first offering was Salisbury steak
which everybody knew was just plain
hamburger.
+++  
In -a-column entitled, "A Smile or
Two," this appeared:
"When Hitler was in Denmark some
time ago, he planned to visit a police
headquarters. A tackful Nazi official
sent the Danish police, in advance, six
different pictures of Adolf, hoping they
would be displayed for the fuehrer's
visit.
"When the furhrer arrived, however,
none were on view, so the Nazi official
took the police chief aside and asked,
Did you get the six photographs I sent
you?
"The police chief thought for a
moment, then replied: 'Oh, yes! I
remember. And you'll be glad to know
we've caught five of the crooks
already!"
+++
No "X" or "R" rated movies were
advertised. Spencer Tracy and
Katherine Hepburn were in "Keeper of
The Flame." Judy Garland, George
Murphy and Gene Kelly Were singing
and dancing in another, "For Me and
My Gal," and Charles Laughton and
Maiiieen O'Hara were in the biggie,
"This Land Is Mine."
If you didn't want to go to the movies,
you co uld have dinner and dance to the
music of Dixie and Her Ranch Boys at
the Old Dutch Mill. .
Some foresighted fellow apparently
could see WAY down the road. He was
advertising for old comic books, many
of which are worth a bundle today.
+++
That's some of the news the folks in
Pontiac, Mich., read in their paper that
Thursday, July 15, 1943, but who would
have thought that a copy would find its
way 600 miles south to the little town of
Murray, Ky., and come out of an -old
trunk 35 years later?
It did, and I found it most Interesting
as I always do the old newspapers.
They play a vital role in keeping our
memories alive and well.
Funny,
Funny World
In Bologna, Italy, a woman was being
examined for a heart condition she had
had for 20 years. She revealed' to the
doctor that she had four children with
the man with whom she had lived for
most of those years. The doctor was
confused and asked why she had never
married. She explained, "When I was
18 a doctor told me that I had a heart
murmur and although I could lead a
normal life in every way, I should never
let married."
We're living in a time when if you're
working on your second million, the IRS
is working on you first.
A woman frantically telephoned the
Missing Persons' Bureau "My
husband has disappeared," she said
"Yoa must help me find film." -
"We'll do the beet we can, ma'am,"
replied the man at the Bureau. "Could
you describe turn, please?"
10 Years Ago
Murray State University has 94 new
faculty members including 20 with
doctorate degrees for the 1968,49 school
year, according to Dr. Harry M.
Sparks, president.
Deaths reported include Claude
Nelson, age 86, Euphrates (Frate)
Vinson, age 88, and Mrs. Nerva Scillon
Henson, age 90.
Dr. Donald B. Hunter, dean of the
School of Education at Murray State
University, has been named chairman
of the Kentucky Advisory Committee
on Teacher Education for 1968-69.
Officers of the Calloway County Teen
4-H Club are Judy Kelso, Kathy
Stubblefield, Ellen Watson, Cordelia
Williams Jeanne Jarrett, Jayne Scott,
and Lyn Dunn.
The Calloway County Riding Club
will have a special horse show at the
Riding Rink at the Calloway County
Fairgrounds on Sept. 21.
20 Years Ago
Toy Garland, son of Mr. and Mrs. Toy
G. Garland of Hazel Route One,
graduated from recruit training Sept. 6
at the Naval Training Center, San
Diego, Calif.
Harold Shoemaker, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Shoemaker, received the
Gold Palm, two steps above the Eagle
rank, and Joe Overby, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Rue Overby, received the Eagle
badge at the Court of Honor held by Boy
Scout Troop 45 at the family picnic at
the City Park.
Officers of the New Concord Parent-
Teacher Club are Mrs Randall Pat-
terson, Otis Lovins, Mrs. Pat Coleman,
Mrs. Edward Curd, Mrs. Billy Kingins,
and Mrs. Cassell Garrison.
Elected as new officers of the Murray
Unit of the National Hairdressers were
Kathryn Lax, Barbara Parrish,
Eulalah St. John, Jean Weeks, Jerri
McLard, and Marie Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel A. Crawford an-
nounce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter,
Annette, to Robert R. Wyckoff, son of
Mrs. Fred Wyckoff and the late Judge
Fred Wyckoff of Hillsborough, Calif.
30 Years Ago
The registration of students at
Murray State College has reached a
new high of about 1,350, according to
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president.
Deaths reported include Mrs. John
W. Carr, and Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Sweet
of Hartwick, N. Y., parents of Quinton L
Simonsen, news editor qf the Ledger &
Times. The Sweet couple was killed in
an automobile accident.
Dr. E. J. Carter spoke on "Using Our
Resources For Community Develop-
ment" at the meeting of the Murray
Business and Professional Women's
Club held at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
The Murray High School Tigers beat r.
the Russellville Panthers by the score
of 27 to 0 in a football game.
Mr. and Mrs. John Prothro of Austin,
Texas, are the guests of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Parker.
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Sept. 19, the 262nd
day of 1978. There are 103 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1881, President James
Garfield died of wounds inflicted by an
assassin in Baltimore, Maryland on
July second.
On this date:
In 1777, American soldiers in the
Revolutionary War won the first Battle
of Saratoga in New York.
In 1870, the french surrendered
Versailles to the Germans in the
Franco-rrussian War.
In 194, Bruno Hauptmann was
arrested in New York and charged with
the kidnapping of the baby son of Col.
and Mrs. Charles Lindbergh.
In 1955, President Juan Peron of
Argentina was ousted from office after
a revolt by the army and navy.
In 1964, the U.S. disclosed that at
least 40 secret microphones had been
found hidden in the U.S. Embassy in
Moscow.
In 1973, Sweden's new king, Carl
Gastaf, was formally installed, suc-
ceeding his late grandfather.
Ten years ago: The Mexican army
seized the National University in
Mexico City to end agitation by ...
students.
Five years ago: Baseball star Willie
Mays, 42, announced he would retire.
One year ago: Wall Street stock
prices fell to their lowest level in 20
'months after a report that U.S. in- II
dustrial production had declined in
August.
...Today's birthdays: Secretary of
'Defense Harold Brown is 51. U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Lewis Powell Is
71 years old. Former Secretary of the
Interior Rogers Morton is 64.
Thought for today: Anything that
makes noise Is satisfactory to a crowd
--a Charles Dickens, English novella,isiz-1870. ' I
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Here's the Answer Efffi
By ANDY LANG
AP New Mesterei
Q. -- We are transforming our
garage into an extra room and
plan on using gypsum board for
the walls. I intend to put up the
walls myself with a little help
from my brother. A few years
ago I made some patches in a
gypsum board wall in another
part of our house, so I have
some idea of how to handle the
tape and the tape cement for the
Joints However, I am
somewhat puzzled as to how to
go about taping the inside
corners. Is there some special
technique to this? Do I iSe two
pieces of tape for each corner?
A. — Only a single tape is
needed for each inside corner.
First, fill the joint with cement
in the same manner as you do
for a regular seam. Then fold
the tape in half and lay it in the
corner so that hal is on each
side of the wall. Now cover the
tape, again the same way as on
a regular seam. Generally,
three coats are needed,
although you can sometimes get
by with two. By the way, most
dealers who sell the perforated
tape also sell a tool made
especially for smoothing out the
cement on inside corners.
Q. --- The way our house is
situated, we can build a patio at
the rear or on either of two
,,_ sides. We haven't decided
where it should be. Is there any
special place it should be?
A. — The location should be
determined by the needs of the
family. If privacy is desired, the
rear is usually best, but not
always. Also, is it to be used for
sunbathing? If so, a southern
location is best. On the other
hand, if the patio is to have a
roof, determine where the sun is
at certain hours of the day and
when it will be low enough in the
sky to shine in under the roof.
All in all, to decide on the best
location, take into consideration
everything - privacy, the sun,
accessibility and whether any of
the possible sites will,..make
construction niore diffkIt
Q. We have an asphalt
shingled roof. Durtng a recent
severe windstorm, some of the
shingles came loose and shifted
position. I put them back in
place, applying a little asphalt
cement under each one. Do you
think they will hold mould there
be another windstorm like the
other one'
A. — No way to decide that. It
depends.on what kind of job you
did. But you can be certain
those particular shingles will
stay in place during a high wind
if you nail them at the corners.
Use rustproof nails and cover
.the heads of the nails with
cement. All this is based on the
assumption that you are
physically able to climb to the
roof and know how to exercise
the necessary precautions. Oth-
erwise, hire a roofer. When the
time comes to reroof, consider
the use of shingles that are
made especially to withstand
high winds.
When to reroof and how to
select new roofing. rare ex-
plained in Andy Lang's booklet,
"Roofing Guide," with a color
chart, available by sending 35
cents and a long, STAMPED,
self-addressed envelope to
Know-How, P.O. Box 477, Hunt-
ington, N.Y. 11743. Questions of
general interest will be an-




From Gallery of Homes Agent, Linda McKinney
FALLING FOR FRILLS
Many people go househunting in a remarkably
casual way - and sometimes end up making costly
mistakes. One of the mistakes a househunter can
make is to buy the frill instead of the house. All too of-
ten a family will fall in love with an eye-catching
feature and buy the wrong house. This mistake hap-
pens frequently and in all price ranges.
Families skip over careful consideration of the major
factors because something minor has really grabbed
them. The lure may be a charming fireplace, a
glamourous lighting fixture, a garage door opener, or
even a unique tree or shrub in bloom.
Yielding to superficial attractions like these can result
in your family winding up with a thoroughly unsuitable
house. Bear in mind that these same alluring features
can usually be added to another house at a relatively










Monterey Domes, a Riverside, California, manufacturer of geodesic housing, an-
nounces the development of a breakthrough solar energy system for their unique
"dome homes." The system captures the sun's rays even on overcast days with tem-
peratures as low as twenty below zero, and supplies 100% heating and cooling for a
fraction of conventional energy costs. For more information on the solar system and
the dome homes, a 50 page color catalog is available for $3.00 from Monterey
Domes, P.O. Box 5621-A, Riverside, California 92517.
Geodesic Homes Now
Powered By The Sun
RIVERSIDE, Calif. —
Geodesic homes,
acknowledged to be the most
energy-efficient form of
housing available, now take a









The geodesic dome solar
collectors are so energy ef-
ficient they collect and store
energy even on overcast days
with temperatures as low as
twenty below zero. The heat is
then stored in patented salt
storage chambers with up to a
ten day reserve capacity.
Actually, the principle of
saving energy is hardly new to
geodesic housing. The concept
was born some thirty years
ago and defined by its creator,
R. Buckminster Fuller:
"Anytime we double the size
of our structures (geodesic
domes), we get eight times as
much volume while adding
only four times as much ex-
ternal surface."





12' 4" K12' 6'
WITH A GARAGE under the house, this two-bedroom)
1,310-square foot house is designed for the small family and
economy. Also included in Plan HA1055V are two baths. a
living room, dining room, and convenient kitchen. For more
information write — epclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope—to Fenick 4. Vogel. architect, Room 505, 48 West


















The major problem in try
ing to locate a leak in the
roof is that often it isn't
directly -bver the wet spot
in the ceiling. If you can get
to the underside of the roof
in the attic, it's easier to find
the leak. When it's raining.
go up in the attic and look
for the leak above the wet
spot on the ceiling. If the
underside of the roof is dry
there, look further up to-
wards the peak of the roof.
You should he able to spot
water leaking through and
traveling down along the
rafters before dropping to
the attic floor. Once you
find the leak, push a piece
of wire through the spot so,
you'll be able to locate it
later When it stops raining.
Do not go up on the roof
in had weather. It's slip
pery4and dangerous. When
the rain stops and the roof
surface is dry, you can
examine it. Be sure to take
.proper safety meairures
Wear rubber soled shoes to
prevent slipping and -make
sure your ladder is se-
curely anchored.
If your roof is relatively
new and haw devetnped- s-
mall leak around the flash-
ing, chances are it can be
repaired easily. If the roof
is badly worn, limited re
pairs won't help. Signs of a
_ roof in need of replacement
S. •-• are cracked, curled, brittle
• . • • • or missing shingles.
"dome home" offers many
other energy-saving ad-
vantages. Air is allowed to
circulate freely since there
are no longer any corners to
form "cold spots." Fur-
thermore, the lines of the
collecting plates follow the arc
of the sun in both winter as
well as summer. In addition,
the plates double as windows
thus providing an ample
source of natural (free) light
for the dome home's spacious
interior.
The entire solar energy
system for an 1800 square foot
Monterey Dome Home can be
purchased for about $6500. The
estimated operating and
maintenance cost for the life
of the system is only a fraction
of that incurred by con-
ventional sources.
In keeping with its unique
character, the dome saves.
energy not only after it is
built, but during construction
as well. This comes about
vice the erecting of the
Monterey Dome is the sim-
plest of all types of housing on
the market. In fact, it can be
accomplished with only a
hammer and a wrench even in
the hands of a person unskilled
in carpentry or building.
This is made possible by the
unique HUB, the exclusive





economical and error free. All
of which seems to support the
thesis by Fuller that says,
"my kind of building will
reduce expenses by a critical
degree."
How critical? Industry
experts claim the unique
Monterey Dome building
system allows the owner-
builder to construct a new
family home for a savings of
up to 50 per cent as compared
to the cost of a contracted
conventional home of com-
parable size and finish. Again,
the Monterey Dome can be
built using only a hammer and
wrench, along with the oldest
and most reliable tools known
to mankind — a pair of willing
hands.
One final, important plus:
strength and energy con-
servation seem to go hand-in-
hand in a Monterey Dome
home. When completed, the
house is the strongest and
most structurally sound
dwelling available — even
earthquake resistant.
For more information about
this energy-efficient form of
housing, a 50 page color
catalog, complete with floor
plans and prices, is available
for $3.00 from Monterey
Domes, P.O. Box 5621-A,
Riverside, California 92517.
Call A Pro To
Redo Kitchen
If the kitchen is truly the
heart of your house then
remodeling it can be com-
pared to open heart surgery.
Enter the surgeon — a
relatively new breed of
specialist known as the kit-
chen planner. Kitchen plan-
ners make it their business to
know about all the diverse
factors which must be pulled
together to create a successful
new kitchen, and they're good
people to rely on when it
comes time to remodel the
heart of the home. This advice
comes from Better Homes and
Gardens Kitchen and Bath
Ideas, an annual publication.
The information appears in
a special section of the
publication which went on sale
September 5, 1978. One of the
members of the American
Institute of Kitchen Dealers
(AIK13) sponsoring the special
section, titled "A Kitchen
Planning Primer," is Ward-
Elkins, Inc., 411 Maple Street,
Murray.
The primer says many
people desiring to. remodel
their kitchens plan to do much
of the work themselves and
often try to do without the
planner because of a limited
budget. This is all the more
reason to put planning in the
hands of the expert, according
to Kitchen and Bath Ideas.
Planners will work with the
do-it-yourselfer to create a
kitchen design and carry it
through the difficult initial
stages, then leaving flooring,
painting and other finishing
chores for the homeowner.
Utilizing the planner in this
way, a homeowner can
maintain a low budget while
assuring a high-quality
finished kitchen.
To find a competent kitchen
planner ask friends for
recommendations. Next visit
some showrooms. Shop
around for the best deal. As
you visit showrooms you may








Give Your Old Cabinets a New Face
Without Tearing Them Out
641 S Muscat, Ph 492-8837
Roy
Harmon
Is Your Nan For
Counter Tops
Glamour Tops
Fully Manufactured, for both the Do-It-Yourselfer
and the pro.
Also available, Chem Surf and Tuff Surf for those
special conditions.
Call 753-4124






We Build Brick or Stone Wood Burning
Fireplaces Featuring:
Smoke Free Guarantee
25 YearWarranty & Protection Plan
One Day Installation
No Foundation Required
Over 150 Models Available
Omar arts or ism from any career or wail. Soo worldly" models e• deploy










*Paneling Lumber & Roofing
40% Ott List Price On Lighting Fixtures

























































Auto i& Store Front Specialists
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1704 Ky. Ave., Paducah, Ky. Ph. 443-7596
%GE7 THE MLRHAV, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Tuesday, September 19, 1978
And Our
1979 NEW CAR SHOWING
Friday & Saturday, September 22nd and 23rd at
CAIN'S AMC, JEEP, INC




Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida ,
Come to Daytona's Castaway,
the state's most complete play-
ground for singles and families
alike Check these features .
E 650 ft on Beach & Ocean
O 300 Rooms. Efficiencies.
Suites & Apartments
C Restaurant & Lounge
ri Night Club. Dancing &
Entertainment
(7) 2 Pools. Kiddie Pool &
Playground
El Volleyball & Shuffleboard
C Basketball. Game Room
(7 Sauna. Exercise Rooms
C Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
C Color TV & Refrigerator
o Tennis & Golf Privileges
C 65 Miles to Disney World
Daily door-to-door Bus
Service available
C Free chaise lounges
C Ample self parking
Come play in our playground,
it s Daytona s most complete




2075 S. Atlantic Ave.
P0 Box 7437
_I .0,1000111.13.0atb...._Ela. 320.16 L.
Ph. (904) 755-6461
I Please send new color
I brochure & rate sheet
I Name 
I Street 
rity •  State'
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Flash Past Lone Oak 12-6 
Lakers Use 206 Yards
Rushing For 1st Victory „too
John Canady rushed for 96
yards and scored two touch-
downs to lift the Calloway
County junior varsity
football team to a 12-6
victory over Lone Oak
Monday evening at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
The win was the first for
the Lakers, who had
dropped their first three
contests. '
Canady broke a scoreless
battle with 7:49 left in the
second quarter for his first
score. He rambled 35 yards
on an end reverse to put the
Lakers up 6-0.
After Lone Oak scored to
tie the game with 9:21 left
in the third quarter, the
Lakers scored the winning
points on Canady's 3-yard
run on another end sweep
with 2:55 left in the game.
That score was set up on
a Lone Oak roughing-the-
kicker penalty at the Laker
8-yard line. From there, the
Lakers mounted a drive that
included a 26-yard gainer by
Mickey Butterworth.
"The kids had their heads
down after Lone Oak scored
on that weird play," said
Outland. "But when they
blocked the extra point, they
seemed to perk up again.
The Purple Flash were
successful on an onside kick
attempt to set up their only
Racers, Johnson Top
011C Offensive Stats
I- By the Associated Press
NASHVILLE, Tenn. -
With 750 offensive yards in
two games, Tennessee Tech
paces Ohio Valley Con-
ference football squads in
team offense. But the
Golden Eagles, high scorers
last season, are having a
hard time getting the ball
into the end zone this year.
Tech has rolled up an
average of 196.5 yards on
the ground and 178.5 in the
air. This production is only
netting the Eagles 16 points
a contest, however, com-
pared with Murray's 22
points a game on 230.5 yards
rushing and 57.5 passing.
The OVC defensive
powerhouse is Morehead,
yielding just 191 yards and
seven points in its only
game. Western Kentucky
has surrendered 222 yards
but has given away 24 points
per contest.
Tech's Milton Jenkins
continues to pace total of-
tense with an- average of
201.5 yards - 328 in the air
and 403 on the ground
through two games - per
contest. Completing 23 of 39
passes for 196 yards and one
touchdown, Western Ken-
tucky's John Hall leads OVC
quarterbacks.
With 118.5 yards a game,
Murray's Danny Johnson is
the league's leading rusher.
He's followed by Western
Kentucky's Jimmy Woods,
who is averaging 77 yards a
contest.
Eastern Kentucky's Joel
Scrafton leads OVC punters
with a 44.3 yard average,
touchdown. The ball rolled
10 yards downfield, bounced
backward and plopped into a
Lone Oak player's arms.
The Oaker quarterback
scored from 10 yards, but
tackle Tony Herndon blocked
the point-after attempt, and
the game remained tied.
The Lakers were plagued
with seven fumbles (they
lost four), including six by
quarterback Brad Bryan.
know he feels bad about the
fumbles," said Outland.
"But things like that will
help him become a better
player in the future."
Calloway rolled up by far
its most impressive offensive
statistics of the season,
rushing for 206 yards on 48
carries.
The Laker defense held
Lone Oak to only 64 yards
on 22 carries. Three pass
interceptions also doomed
the visitors.
Defensive end Tim Feltner
picked off the first Lone Oak
pass early in the second
period. Tony Herndon had
the other two: late in the
second quarter and on Lone
Oak's last play from
scrimmage, a desperation
pass.
Though happy with the
victory, Outland still feels
his squad has a good deal to
work on. "They are still
making mental errors,"
Outland said. "They are
going to have to realize that
you need absolute con-
centration and discipline
during a game. Sometimes
they simply don't follow my
instructions."
Bryan was incomplete on
his five passes, but picked
up 57 yards rushing on 14
carries. Butterworth carried
13 times for 25 yards, and
Herndon had 27 on five
carries. Steve Barnett
picked up one yard on a
carry.
Defensively, end Marty
McCuiston had five tackles,
one assist, a quarterback
sack and a fumble recovery
to lead the Lakers. End
Tommy Fike had five
tackles and a fumble
recovery.
Richard Young picked up
five tackles and two assists
at tackle, and Steve Enoch
had four tackles and a
fumble recovery.
Canady added .to his _of-
fensive performbrice with
three tackles and two
assists, and Tim McAlister
contributed five tackles and
,two assists.
Fetter had two tackles and
an assist to go with his
interception, while Mike
Shipwash chipped in four
tackles and an assist. Roy
Williams added five tackles
at the cornerback slot.
Calloway travels to Fulton
County Monday, then returns
to host Marshall County Oct.
2.
Lone Oak players swarm around Calloway's Mickey Butterworth in junior varsity football Mon-
day. The Lakers woo 12-6.
A Lone Oak tackler picks himself up after downing Calloway County quarterback Brad Bryan in junior varsity football at Roy
Stewart Stadium Monday. The Lakers captured their first victory of the season.
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson
Highlight Of 1978? - Just Check




ruminating in late December
over the peaks and valleys
of the 1978 sports season
they need look no farther
than a weekend in
midSeptember to determine
"Comeback of the Year."
Here is what happened in
the 42 hours between mid-
night Friday, Sept. 15, and 6
p.m. Sunday, Sept. 17:
-Muhammad Ali, at age
36, outlasted 25-year-old
Leon Spinks with an
unexpected display of
footwork and finesse and
became the first man ever
to win the heavyweight ring
championship three times.
-Seattle Slew, horse
racing's "Wonder Colt" of
1977 ind bust of 1978, ran
Affirmed and his celebrated
kid rider, Steve Cauthen,
into the ground in the
Marlboro Cup in the only
meeting ever of Triple
Yankees' Success Would Be Nil
scAgille If Not For Ron (22-2) Guidry
By The Associated Press
Stand next to Ron Guidry
and he looks like your kid
brother. He is a wisp of a
man and to call him slender
is to give him the benefit of
the doubt. Skinny would be a
more appropriate adjective.
Despite his size, no.man is
more responsible for the '
Neat York Yankees sitting in
first place right now in the
American League's East
Division. than the left-hander
froth Louisiana, whose voice
still retains traces of his
Bayou upbringing.
Guidry is 22-2, a .917
winning percentage which
becomes particularly
significant when you 'con-
sider that no 20-game winner
has ever finished a season
with a percentage of better
than .900. The closest was
Lefty Grove, who went 31-4
for an .886 percentage in
1931
He has won nine of his
last 10 decisions and six of
those victories have been
shutouts, the last two con-
secutive two-hitters against
the Boston Red Sox. Guidry
now has eight shutouts for
the season and a 1.71 earned
run average. Only five times
since 1920 has a pitcher
finished with an ERA lower
than that, and two of ttose
were in 1968 when major
league hitters went on a
season-Idng sojourn.
Those eight shutouts tie
Guidry lot the Yankee single.
season club record set by
Hall of Famer Whitey Ford
in 1964 and his 225 strikeouts
are second only in Yankee
club history to the 239
achieved by another Hall of
Earner, Jack Chesbro, in
1904.
Add this season's 22-2
record on to the 8-1 mark he
posted down the stretch a
year ago and Guidry has
won 30 of his last 33 regular
season decisions as well as
one playoff game and one
World Series game. In the 31
starts Guidry has made this
season, New York has won
27 games. In the four Guidry
games they have lost - two
charged against his record
and two charged to other
pitchers - the Yankees
have scored six runs.
What this all adds up to.
of course, is that Guidry is
having a remarkable season
and he is a virtual shoo-in
for the American League Cy
Young award. He could very
well be a unanimous winner
and you'd hear very little
argument if that happened.
But what about Most
Valuable Player' (;uidry's
credentials also seem to
qualify him for that honor
as well, and he could be the
first pitcher since Vida Blue
in 1971 to win both awards.
Ballots are in the mail
today to the members of the
Baseball Writers Association
of America serving on the
separate ' Cy Young and
MVP committees and these
men will have to weigh
carefully the dominant year
Guidry is enjoying. For the
.Cy Young voters, it won't be
shisrublom.- Ho liss-tso logical
competition in the American
League this season. For the
MVP voters, however, its
quite another question.
When Commissioner Ford
Frick decided in 1956 that
the voters were ignoring
pitchers in MVP balloting,
the Cy Young award was
born. Since then, only five
pitchers have won MV-
Ps-Don Newcombe in 1956,
Sandy Koufax in 1963, Bob
Gibson and Denny McLain
in 1968 and Blue in 1971. All,
of course, also were Cy
Young winners.
Some MVP voters feel that
pitchers have their own
award and that the MVP
should be reserved for other
players. But there is no such
restriction on the ballot.
For most of this season, it
looked like Jim Rice would
be a cinch for the Al, MVP
award because, quite sim-
ply, he is having a
frightening year at the plate
Rice is, leading the majors
in home runs, runs batted
in, hits, and triples, and is
second in runs scored and
batting average. He has
clearly been as dominant in
his departments as Guidry
has been in his. But Rice's
team is in second place and
if it stays there, that could
make the difference with the
voters.
The instructions that
accompany MVP ballots say,
"There is no clear definition
for 'Most Valuable Player."
Last year's winners, Rod
Carew and George Foster,
played with teams that did
not finish first in their
divisions. But their seasons
were so awesome that they
almost had to win the
awards.
In another year, Rice
would be in the same
situation and a likely MVP
despite the swoon the Red
Sox have suffered through.
But with the option of voting
for Guidry instead, that Red
Sox coma could cost their
slugger that award.
Leonard Pleased
By the Associated Press
TERRE HAUTE, Ind
Rookie Rick Robey, who
played close to the basket
NCAA champion
Kentucky, is learning to
shoot from the outside, and
Indiana Pacer Coach Bobby
Leonard is confident he can
do the job.
"I think Rick's shootir,.
will improve from U"
IRO:stele' -said- Lannard,--wtio
picked the 8-foot-10 Robey
No. 1 in the National
Basketball Associatem
college draft last June.
"It's going to take smile
time. But when we drafted
him, we weren't looking for
a saviour. We were just
looking for a good ball
player. And I believe Rick is
one of them."
The Pacers, who finished
last in the NBA a year ago,
are looking for more speed
on offense. They went
through their first full





guard Johnny Davis and
forward Alt x English, two of
eight new players with the
Pacers.
Crown champions.
-The New York Yankees,
14 games out of first place
on July 18, beat ex-
teammate Mike Torrez
Saturday for a sixth straight
victory over the Boston Red
Sox, moving 31/2 games in
front in American League
East. (This was the last nail
in Boston's coffin, observers
insisted, although the Red
Sox salvaged the final game
Sunday).
-The Pittsburgh Pirates,
after falling 111/2 games
back of the Philadelphia
Phillies on a 10-1 bombing on
Aug. 12, staged their second
September rally to cut the
Phillies' advantage to two
games. Earlier, they had
sliced it to half a game only
to see the Phillies spurt five
ahead on Sept. 11. Sunday's
victory was the sixth in a
,row for the Bucs, who have
a home advantage over the
Phillies in the final two
weeks of the season.
Okay, quickly now, how do
you pick 'em?
Here's one man's opinion,
in order: 1, Slew; 2, All; 3,
Yankees; 4, Pirates.
As dramatic as was Al's
comeback, as unbelievable
the late summer surges of
the dissention-rent Yankees
and the roller-coaster
Pirates, the year's most
fantastic performance came
from the flying hooves of the
1977 bargain basement colt,
Seattle Slew.
"He flew like an air-
plane," said his substitute
rider, Angel Cordero, after
Slew had leaped to the front,
kicked dirt in Affirmed's
eyes all around the Belmont
track and won by an im-
pressive three lengths.
Affirmed had built up a
reputation of invincibility
after beating Alydar this
year in stirring head-to-head
duels in the Kentucky
Derby, Preakness and
Belmont Stakes.
Seattle Slew, a thick'
chested, gimpy-legged speed
merchant who was hailed by
some as the best of an in-
ferior crop, swept the 3-
year-old jewels the year
before but suddenly fell upon
bad times.
After winning the Triple
Crown, a weary Slew was
shipped to the West Coast -
against the advice of trainer
Billy Turner - and beaten
by 16 lengths in the Swaps
Stakes. Turner criticized the
greed and insensitivity of
the co-owners, Mickey
Taylor and Jim Hill. He was
promptly fired.
Slew developed "tired
blood" and other nagging
ailments. It appeared he
might never race again. He
didn't win a stakes race for
15 months. He had a couple
of set-up preps, then lost his
first comeback test at
Meadowlands - the second
defeat of his career. His
regular jockey, Jean
Cruguet, said the horse
wasn't ready. Cruguet was
fired, replaced by Cordero.
In the Marlboro Cup,
Affirmed, 18-year-old
Cauthen in the irons, was
bet doWn to 1-2 odds. As an
older horse, Slew had to spot
him four pounds. Few gave
the 1977 Cinderella colt a
chance.
Cordero took Slew into the
lead and the brown thun-
derbolt never looked back.
Affirmed, supporters say,
likes to look rivals in the
eye. Against Slew, he never
got close enough.
"I thought I could catch
him," said the disappointed
Cauthen. "But he never fell
back - he just kept going."
The same was true of
Muhammad Ali, the man
insiders insisted was too old
and too uninspired to beat a
tough street fighter 11 years
his junior. All mustered just
enough of his oldtime dance-
and-stick 'em-magic to turn
Spinks into a raw amateur.
As for the Yankees and
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The Cowboys stopped the
Steelers 12-0, and the
Dolphins whipped the
Broncos 6-0 in season-
opening Murray Middle
Intramural football Monday
at Ty Holland Stadium.
Roger Dunn tossed a 55-
yard touchdown pass in the
first quarter to Mark
Boggess for the Cowboys'
first score. In the third
quarter, Boggess intercepted
a pass and ran 35 yards for
the Cowboys' final points.
Dolphin Coach Gary
Haverstock complimented
the entire defensive unit,
which he said played out-
standingly well.
In the second game, the
Dqlphins mounted a second-
half drive that began from
the Broncos' 15-yard line
and resulted in the game's
only score.
Shawn Glavin began the
rally with a 25-yard pass to
David Whitten, and John
McFerron followed with a
40-yard scamper to the
Bronco 20.
After Andy Parks picked
up 20 yards on a run to the
3, Parks scored from there
for the winning margin. The
Dolphins made it 741 on
-Istaarron's end run for the
extra point.
The broncos controlled the
first half, once reaching the
Dolphin 5-yard line, but
failed to score.
Dolphin Coach Bill Glavin
cited McFerron and Parks
with outstanding offensive
performaces. He also
commended the blocking of
Chris Farmer and Trevor
Mathis.
On defense, the Dolphins
were led by Tim Glavin,
Whitten and Farmer.
Bronco Coach Tommy
Rushing cited the play of
Chris Franklin at tackle,
George Moore at running
back, Wade Smith at
quarterback, Tim Burchfield
at offensive tackle and
Robin Adams at tackle as
outstanding.
The games will continue,
with the four teams playing
each Monday evening for the
neat five weeks. The con-
tests begin at 5:15 p.m.
.0.0.1110
Defensive end Tim McAlister (8S) readies for one of his five
tackles in Calloway County's 12-6 junior varsity victory over
Lone Oak Monday. The win was the takers' first of the season.
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson
The Cowboys' David Snow closes in on a Steeler runner in Murray Middle Intramural football ac-
tion Monday. The Cowboys defeated the Steelers 12-0, and the Dolphins beat the Broncos 6-0.
55e11 Photo by Tony Wilson
bile Yankees Win, Sox
dge Tigers...And Hope
B}\ the Associated Press
The New York Yankees,
and pitcher Ed Figueroa in
particular, are playing
winning \ baseball. The
Boston Red Sox, meanwhile,
are playing scoreboard
baseball — and hoping ...




since Bob Lemon replaced
Billy Martin as New York's
manager, scattered seven
hits as the streaking
Yankees defeated the
Milwaukee Brewers 4-3
Monday night and retained
their 2L2-game lead over
Boston in the American
League East.
The struggling Red Sox
had to go 11 innings before
subduing the Detroit Tigers
5-4, the winning run scoring
on Jerry Ftemy's single.
The Yankees, seeking their
third straight division
championship, have 13
games remaining — one
against Milwaukee and six
each against Toronto and
Cleveland. Boston has 12
games left — six against
Detroit and six against
Toronto.
In other AL games
Monday night, the Baltimore
Orioles clubbed the
Cleveland Indians 10-3, the
Kansas City Royals beat the
Seattle Mariners 7-6 in 11
innings, the Minnesota Twins
trounced the California
Angels 10-4 and the Oakland
Baltimore Uses 274th Period
Points To Stun New England
By the Associated Press
FOXBORO, Mass. — The
National Football League
has a new triple threat in
Joe Washington, and the
injury-riddled Baltimore
Colts have a new life.
"It's one of the greatest
upsets in pro football
history," said Baltimore
Coach Ted Marchibroda
after the Colts exploded for
27 fourth-quarter points
Monday night and shocked
the New England Patriots
34-27.
Washington, obtained in a
trade with San Diego for
recalcitrant running back
Lydell Mitchell, accounted
for three of the touchdowns
— on a halfback pass, a 23-
yard reception, and a 90-
yard gallop with a kickoff
return.
The touchdown run broke
a 27-27 tie with 1:18 left in
the nationally televised
game, as Baltimore won its
first NFL contest of the
season and dropped the
heavily favored Patriots to
1-2.
"It reminds me of My
days in college at Oklahoma





On U. S. 641 South
( On Our Truck Sales
Lot Next To Auto Auction)
Trucks-Trailers-
Buses Inc.
4 Miles South of Murray
753-1371
bleak, but we always came
back and won," said
Washington. '`I took the
kickoff on a good bounce;
the wedge was right there. I
could see a crease. When I
ran outside I knew it was a
touchdown."
Earlier in the quarter
Washington had given
Baltimore a 14-13 lead on his
54-yard • pass to wide
receiver 0) Roger Carr. He
then caught a touchdown
pass from quarterback Bill
Troup.
A's downed the Chicago
White Sox 6-3.
"I'm not a .500 pitcher
and I haven't been for four
or five years," said
Figueroa, who at one point
was 7-7 this year, but has
now won 11 of his last 13
decisions to raise his record
to 18-9.
"I started pitching better
when Lemon got here,"
added the Yankees' right-
hander. "Billy said he'd use
me every fourth day, but he
never did. When he was
here, I was going sometimes
five, six, seven days bet-
ween pitching."
The Yanks got only five
hits off loser Bill Travers,
I0-11, and Bill Castro, but
two of them were successive
homers by Reggie Jackson
and Lou Piniella in the
second inning. Jackson's
homer was his 24th of the
season and the 337th of his
career, moving him into
32nd place on the all-time
list, ahead of Joe Adcock.
All of Milwaukee's runs
came on homers — two by
Cecil Cooper and one by
Sixto Lezcano.
The final New York-
Milwaukee score was posted
on the Tiger Stadium
scoreboard while Boston and
Detroit were in the 10th
inning.
"We knew the Yankees
had won and it took a little
out of us," said Remy, "but
we weren't losing, we were
tied. So at least we knew we
had a chance to win."
The Red Sox wasted little
time in winning. In the 11th,
Butch Hobson walked, Jack
Brohamer delivered a pinch
single, Dwight Evans
grounded out, Rick Burleson
hit into a fielder's ,choice
with pinch runner Frank
Duffy being thrown out at
home and Remy hit a line
single to center.
Orioles 10, Indians 3
Gary Roenicke rapped the
first grand slam homer of
his major league career,
Billy Smith smacked a
three-run triple and Eddie




McGregor allowed only five
hits in eight innings in
gaining his 15th victory
Royals 7, Mariners 6
Kansas City extended its
AL West lead over
California to 5½ games by
outlasting Seattle. The
winning run scored when
John Wathan was hit by a
pitch with the bases loaded
in the 11th.
Twins 10, Angels 4
A seven-run fourth inning,
highlighted by Hosken
Powell's two run-scoring
singles and Jose Morales'
two-run triple, helped
Minnesota beat California,
dealing the Angels' pennant
chances another severe jolt.
A's 6, White Sox 3
Rookie John Johnson
hurled a nine-hitter for his
11th victory and Dave
Revering, also a rookie,
smashed his 15th homer,
helping Oakland beat
Chicago. Miguel Dilone also\
keyed the Oakland victory.
He singled, walked, stmle
two bases, scored once and
drove in two runs.
Newport Tops 3A;
Cards< still No. 2
By the Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky. — A
rash of weekend upsets
caused a top-rated team to
slip in the rankings and four
other ranked teams to drop
out altogether in The
Associated Press' state high
school poll released today.
Newport Catholic, 3-0,
deposed Fort Thomas
Highlands, 2-1, as the top-
ranked team in Class AAA
with a 17-6 win Friday night.
Newport Catholic landed 16
of 20 first-place votes in
balloting by a panel of
sportswriters and broad-
casters to rise from the No.
3 position.
In other upsets, Bishop
David lost to Western 7-0
and fell from. second to
fourth with a 3-1 record in
Jefferson County AAAA.
In an important Class AAA
showdown, Boone County, 4-
0, journeyed to Lexington for
a 26-19 victory over Tates
Creek, last week's No. 5
team. Boone County
remained third-ranked, but
Tates Creek, 2-2, dropped
out.
Three of last week's ranked
Class A teams also were
upset and two fell out of the
poll. Harrodsburg, 3-1, lost
to Boyle County 17-0 and fell
one notch to third. Beech-
wood, 3-0, posted a 20-0
whitewash of Nicholas
County, 2-2, which fell from
the rankings after being at
No. 4. Fort Campbell, 2-2,
fifth-ranked a week ago, also
fell out after a 28-0 beating
at the hands of Brentwood
Academy in Tennessee.
Louisville Trinity, 4-0, was a
unanimous No. 1 selection in
Jefferson County AAAA
after a 28-0 victory over
Westport.
St. Xavier, 4-0, moved from
third to second after
downing Seneca 39-6;
Ballard, 4-0, jumped from
fifth to third with a 35-6
decision over Waggener; and
Manual, 4-0, claimed the No.
5 spot after its 12-7 victory
over Atherton.
Bowling Green, 3-0, blasted
Owensboro Apollo 46-16 and
collected all 20 first-place
votes as the top four teams
held their positions a second
straight week in State
AAAA.
Greenup County, 3-0-1 after
a 40-14 walloping of
Wheelwright, remained at
No. 2, followed by Boone
County and Henry Clay,
which stayed undefeated in
four games by blanking
Richmond Madison 21-0.
Christian County, 4-0, a 23-9
victor over Daviess County,
slipped into the fifth spot.
Cowboys Lost 'Mental Edge'
By the Associated Press
DALLAS — Linebacker
D.D. Lewis says the Dallas
Cowboys have lost the
mental edge that made them
Super Bowl XII champions.
"This year we keep saying
we can get to the Super
Bowl but I don't think we
believe it yet," Lewis said in
the wake of Dallas' 27-14
National Football League
drubbing by the Los Angeles
Rams.
"We are a semigreat





W L Pet. GB
New York 91 58 611 —
Boston as 61 503 Vi
Baltimore 65 65 567 flor
Milwaukee 85 66 563 -7
Detroit BO 69 $37 11
Cleveland 65 84 436 216
Toronto 57 92 383 34
wr-trr
Kansas City 84 65 564
Cakfornia 90 72 526 54
Texas 75 73 5117 SM
Mimmota 68 81 456 HI
Oakland 68 64 447 174
Chicago 65 16 433 19
Seattle 55 92 374 711
Monday*. Games
Baltimore 10, Cleveland 3
Boston 5, Detroit 4, 11 innings
New York 1, Milwaukee 3
Minnesota IS, California 4
Kansas City 7, Seattle 6, 11 innings
Oakland 6, Chicago S
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Baltimore (Palmer 19-12i at Cleveland
r Paxton 1141. In)
141woodtmorCabdramil OSlo t Now York
Titre, 7-10i, In)
Boston Mart 18411 at Detroit ISlaton
15-11), in)
California okase 114, at Minnesota
FriCklI011 14-11),
Chicago (Trout 1-0 and Stone 11-12 at
inkland (Benito 6-11 and Norris 0-4 1,




N.Y Jets 2 1 0
Miami 2 1 0
Baltimore 1 2 0
New England 1 2 0
Buffalo 0 3 0
Cesare)
said. "Last year we were so
road because LA had beaten
us in the playoffs the
previous year that all we
could think about was the
Super Bowl. If we don't get
with it, we could have a
number of games like we
had Sunday."
What happened to the
Cowboys Sunday, Lewis
said, was a shock.
"It hurts when their coach
(Ray Malavasi) comes out
and says they are going to
whip our tails, then the
team comes out and does
it," said Lewis. "There's not
a lot'you can say. Maybe it
will be good for us in the
long haul. Maybe it will get
us back to basics."
NFL Standings
_Americas Coaferesce
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ctortnnati 4, I.08 Angeles 0
Only game scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Pittsburgh I thusdelatia II II at Me
'ago flteembel 14-131
PtillaskAolda f Withers 14-141 at au-
tree' illeadeive• 1-21, it
New Vert (Espinosa 16-11) SLUM,
iR.Fersch II-171 . 111
'Atlanta f Sautes 1-11 at Pilemelse SO-
ard 112111. I al
Sas resurface , Mahal .$41 .at
Dlege fOireltlalut 1-12), tat .
('lachlratl (Names 1641 04 Les
es i Jobs ISIS or Rhodes 6.21. .
Wedarsday's Games
Pittsburgh at Chicago
Philadelphia at Moritreel, in)
Atlanta it Houston, In)
New Yott at St levet. Ili)
San Francisco at San Diego, DO
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Chicago 19, Detroit 0
Cleveland 24, Atlanta 16
New York Giants 21, Kansas City 10
Pittsburgh 28, Cincinnati 3
Seattle 24, New York Jets 17
Oakland 211 Green Bay 3
Philadelphia 24, New Orleans 17
Houston 20. San Francisco 19
Tampa Bay 16, Minnesota 10
Washington 22, St Louis in
Miami 31, Buffalo 24
Los Angeles 14










Russell, 4-0, collected four
votes, but stayed at No. 2 in
Class AAA after edging
Montgomery County 7-6.
Highlands was third,
followed by Danville, 4-0,
which rolled past Lincoln
County 28-0. Meade County,
4-0, remained fifth-ranked by
defeating Bullitt Central 28-
12.
Corbin, 3-0, did not play, but
remained No. 1 as the
rankings -did not change in
Class AA. No. 2 Mayfield, 3-
0, downed Murray 35-15;
Somerset, 3-1, held on to
third with a 12-7 decision
over Warren Central; fourth-
ranked Heath, 3-0, blasted
Fulton County 48-0, and No
5 Middlesboro, 2-2, defeated
Laurel County 24-8.
Paintsville, 3-0, slaughtered
Jenkins 57-6 on Saturday and
easily kept its No. 1 ranking
in Class A.
Bellevue, 3-0, a 26-7 winner
over Covington Catholic,
moved to No. 2 and
Harrodsburg fell to third;
Beechwood grabbed the
fourth spot, and Hancock
County, 4-0, cracked the top
five for the first time by
virtue of a 27-6 victory over
Campbellsville. Beth Haven,
4-0, received a vote, but did




By the Associated Press
PITTSBURGH — There's
a decade between them, but
Dave Parker and Willie
Stargell stand together as
dual pillars of the Pittsburgh
Pirates.
The 37-year-old Stargell is
the team captain, setting a
steady tone and showing
there's still menace in the
bat he twirls before each
pitch.
"He's like a wise, old fox.
He's a great leader. I love
the man to death," says
Parker.
The 27-year-old Parker is
the young bull, still charging
toward WS prime, flashing a
blend of power, speed and
precision that may make
him too expensive for the
Pirates.
"He's the best player in
the game today," says
Pirate Manager Chuck
Tanner. "He's devastating.
He's something. I can never
say enough about him,"
Together, Stargell and
Parker lead the Pirates
down the stretch in the
National League East, where
they were two games back
as they faced the Cubs today
in Chicago.
"I told everybody in the
spring I was just looking
forward to having another
Willie Stargell type of
season. My goal was to stay
healthy," said Stargell,
limited last year to 63
games, 13 homers and 35
runs batted in.
"With the fractured finger
and the broken cheek and
doing as much as I have,
I'm satisfied," Parker said.
"And that satisfaction is the
most important thing."
Top 20
By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in The Associ-
ated Press college football poll, with first-
place votes in parentheses, sees,*
records and total points Points based oo
20-19-18-17-16-15-14-13-12-11-10-0-0-7 -6-5-4-3-
2 -
1.Alaberna (581 2-0-0 1,207
2.ArIcanaas (61 10-0 1,124
3.0klahoma Ii 2-0-0 1,053
(he) Penn St 141 34-0 1,633
5.9tichigan 1-0-0 911
6.Texas 1-0-0 194
7.Southern Cal 2-0-0 419
8.1JCLA 2-0-0 824
9.Texas A&M 1-04 647
10.Louiverui State 14-0 551
11 . Pittsburgh 1-0-0 537
12. Nebraska 2-1-0 532
13.Florida.State 2-0-0
14 . Notre Dame 0-1-0
15 Washington 1-1-0 311
16.0tuo State 0-14 793
17.Missouri 1-1-0 259
18. Maryland 2-0-0 204
19 Colorado 2-0-0 148
30 Iowa State 2-0-0 139
SPECIAL
Captain Ws.
• 2 pieces of fish filet
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weighing the merits of a
mysterious intelligence
report suggesting that Lee
Harvey Oswald hnted to
Cuban officials he might kill
President John F. Kennedy,
and that Fidel Castro knew
•this before Kennedy was
Castro has denied to the
House Assassinations
Committee that he knew of
such a threat pnor to
Kennedy's murder. Two
other Cuban officials say
Oswald made no such
statements during his three
visits to the Cuban consulate
in Mexico City.
The situation may become
clearer today as the corn-
nuttee presents details about
the intelligence report and a
transcript of the committee's
fourhour interview with
Castro taped last April in
Havana.
The suggestion that the
Cuban leader had some
inkling of Oswald's plan first
emerged in 1967 in a
National Enquirer article by
Corner Clark, a British free-
lance journalist who died in
1972.
Clark wrote that Castro
told him in an interview:.
"Yes, I heard of Lee Harvey
Oswald's plan to kill
President Kennedy. It's
possible- that I could have
saved him. I might have
been able to, but I didn't. I
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would be put into effect."
Clark quoted Castro as
saying Cuban officials told
turn of Oswald's visit to the
Mexico City consulate about
two months before Kennedy
was assassinated in Dallas
on Nov. 22, 1963.
Questioned about the
account, Castro said he
never granted Clark an
interview and called the
story absurd.
"I didn't say that," Castro
asserted. "It has been in-
vented from the beginning
until the end. It's a lie. If
this man 1Oswald would
have done something like
that, it would have been our
moral duty to inform the
United States."
In a written • report,
committee counsel Robert,
Blakey said investigators
"made an effort to explore
Mr. Clark's background and
reputation for veracity.
Frankly, it was not good.
Apparently he wrote ex-
tensively for the sensational
press."
But Blakey continued,
"Even though there may be
doubts as to the fact of
Clark's interview with
President Castro, the
committee has been in-
formed that the substance of
the Clark article is sup-
ported by highly confidential
but reliable sources
available to the United
States government."
Questioned by reporters
Monday, Blakey refused to
elaborate except to say
committee investigators
have not themselves
evaluated the reliability of
the secret sources, nor have
they reached any con-
clusions about the merits of
the report.
The committee took
testimony Monday from the
two Cuban diplomats who
were in charge of the
Mexico City consulate in
1963..
Eusbio Azcue Lopez and
Alfredo Mirabal Diaz said
Oswald became extremely
angry when denied an im-
mediate visa to travel to
Cuba. Both swore he, said




on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings from 6:30 - 9:30 p.m.
for seven weeks. The
registration fee for the class is
$5.00 and the books will be
available for purchase. Mrs.
Frances Spillman will be the
instructor.
Shorthand I will begin on
Monday, October 2 at 6:30
p.m. This class will meet on
Monday and Wednesday
evenings from 6:30 until 9:30
p.m. for seven weeks. There is
a $5.00 registration fee and the
book will be available for
purchase at the school. Mrs
Frances Spillman will be thy,
instructor.
• For information or to
register for the classes, call
753-1870 between 8 a.m. and
3:30 p.m. or visit the
Vocational Center at 180 at
Sycamore. 
The • Murray Area
Vocational Education Center
will begin classes in business
subjects beginning the first of
October. These classes are
designed for people who want
to learn the beginning subjects
in typing, shorthand, and
accounting.
Typing I will begin on
Tuesday, October 3 at 6:30
p.m. The class will meet on
Tuesday and Thursday
evenings from 6:30 - 9:30 p.m.
for seven weeks. The
registration fee for the class is
$5.00. The books will be
available for purchase at the
school on the first night of
class. Mrs. Nancy Dill will be
the instructor.
Accounting I will begin on
Tuesday, October 3 at 6:30
p.m. This class will also meet
LIE IN MY BEA \









SCHOLARSHIP WINNER — Susan Renee Watkins,
daughter of Mrs. Lyda Watkins, of Hardin was presented
with a scholarship award by Murray Moose Lodge No.
2Q11 with William Kalberer, governor of the lodge,
makingThe presentation. Miss Watkins is a 1978 graduate
of Marshall County High School and plans to either take
training as a respitory therapist at Paducah Vocational
School or study medical technology at Murray State
University.
NAMED AS SCHOLARSHIP Winner by Murray Moose
Lodge No. 2011 was Rex Kevin Jackson, center, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe R. Jackson of Hazel Route One. He is a 1978
graduate of Calloway County High School and plans to
attend Murray State University with a major in computer
science. Pictured, left to right, are Joe Jackson, Rex Kevin
lackson and Kenneth Lamb, junior governor of the lodge.
'Book Of Job' To Move
To New Site Next Year
PINEVILLE, Ky. (API —
An announcement by the
producer of ''The Book of
Job" that he was moving
the play to another location
in the Kentucky mountains
stunned some residents of
this southeastern Kentucky
city.
But some who helped
stage the religious drama
think its departure gives
them an opportunity to have
a different, more popular
play.
"I think we'll get some
more activities that will
surpass it," said Bob Brown,
superintendent of Pine
Mountain State Park, where
"Job" actors have per-
formed the play for the past
20  cummerc 
Orlin Corey, the play's
producer, announced his
decision last week, saying
the play would be moved to
a location which has not yet
been determined.
Corey said later that he
made the move for financial
reasons.
"We were caught between
a rock and a hard place,"
Corey said, "between limited
income and inflation."
- He said the main reason
for his decision was the lack
of overnight ac-
commodations in the area,
adding that the April 1977
flood which damaged the
town "reduced tourist




Mayor Bob Madon, who said
the tome has the same
number of motel rooms as it
did before the flood and that
no disaster relief workers
are housed in motels, as
they were last summer.
Corey also downplayed but
did not deny a reported
conflict with the Kentucky
Mountain Theatre Board, a
local group that contracted
him each year to do the
play.
  Charles Jones A minister
and a member of the board,
said Corey laid down an
ultimatum: He would not
sign a contract for 1979
unless the board fired part-
time manager Preston
Slusher and replace& him_
with a full-time manager in
a full-time office.
Slusher maintains homes
in Pineville and Florida and
travels as "Preston the
Magician" during the winter
months - the time Corey
felt should be used for
promoting better attendance
of the play.
MURRAY LIONS CLUB Scholarship recipients (or 1978-
79 are, left, Jerome Higginbotham, Murray High School,
and Mrs. Nada Thomason, right, Calloway County High
School. The presentations were made by Johnny Mc-
Dougal, club scholarship chairman. Higginbotham, .son of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Higginbotham, 1203 Kirkwood Drive,
Murray, plans to study philosophy and religion at Murray
state Universily. He ranked.22 170 with a 93 per cent
academic average, and is active in sports and the french
Club. Mrs. Thomason, wile of David Thomason, 1315
Sycamore Street, Murray, plans to major in speech and
theatre at Murray State University with long range plans
of becoming a teacher and a speech coach She ranked
10 194 with a 96 per cent academk average. She was ac-
tive in the Spanish, Draitia, Speech, Beta, and Pep Clubs in
high school and has had some poetry published.
Dr. Butwell Writes Chapter In
Anniversary Political Handbook
Dr. Richard Butwell, since
July 1 vice-president for
academic programs at
Murray State University, is
the author of a chapter
dealing with Southeast Asia
in the recently-released, 50th
Anniversary edition of "The
Political Handbook of li(ie
World: 1978."
The 602-page handbook,
which retails for $24.95, has
been published by McGraw-
Hill Book Company for the
Council on Foreign
Relations, one of the
country's most important
study and advisory bodies in
the field of foreign affairs.
A native of Portland,..;
Maine, Butwell came to
Murray State from State
University of New York at
Fredonia where he was dean
of the College of Arts and
Sciences. He succeeded Dr.
William G. Read, who
retired to the classroom as a
member of the teaching
faculty.
An internationally-known
scholar on Southeast Asia,
Butwell also holds the rank
of professor of political
science at Murray State. He
has written seven books and
numerous articles and
research papers, most of
which have been on
Southeast Asian topics.
He earned his un-
dergraduate degree at Tufts
University, the Master's
degree at Indiana University
and the Doctoral degree at
Oxford (England), where he
was a Fulbright Scholar. He
also served a year as a
Fulbright Professor at
Rangoon (Burma) Univer-
sity and a year as a
Rockefeller Foundation field
representative for the social
sciences and visiting
professor of political science
at the University of the
Philippines.
Three Trainmen Killed
In Collision On Monday
FLORENCE, Ala. (AP) -
A head-on train collision in
northwest Alabama killed
three trainmen Monday and
briefly posed a threat of
explosion.
Lauderdale County
Coroner Royce Spry iden-
tified the victims as David
C. Alexander, 28, of
Columbia, Tenn.; James
Hampton, Mount Pleasant,
Tenn.; and Leonard L.
Johns, 52, of Florence, Ala.
The trainmen were killed
when the two Louisville &
Nashville trains collided
after rounding a blind curve.
A flatbed railcar was
twisted on impact, throwing
the men beneath its weight.
Several tank cars had
contained propane gas
stored under pressure. Fire
Chief Audie Hodges said the
threat of an explosion or fire
existed, although the tankers
later were found to be
empty.
Residences and businesses
within a one-half mile radius
of the derailment were
evacated.
However, residents were
allowed to return to their
homes by mid-afternoon.
Authorities said the trains
were traveling 10-20 miles
per hour when the collision
occurred.
The tracks run through a
neighborhood of small in-
dustries and apartments.
The area within the city
limits of Florence, in nor-
thwest Alabama, is mostly
industrial, but there are a
large number of apartment
buildings nearby.
A propane explosion after
a derailment Feb. 24 on an















































Adverris•rs o r •
Loomesred to check th•
first insiortioo of ode for
corr•clion. This
n•wspop•r will b.














be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
A 1 1 reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.
DON'T DIE without a will!
Blank will form protects
your family. 1 forms only
$3 guaranteed! •• Order
today!! National Reports
' Box 146, Niagara Falls,
14301.
Openings- Exist for critical care and
staff RN's on 3-11 and 11-7 shifts.
Prefer experience but will provide ex-
tensive training for those wanting to go
into the units. Excellent salary,
benefits, working conditions. For adr
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GLASS WORK. Auto glass
installed, store front work,
custom made picture
frames, tub and shower
enclosurers, storm doors
and windows repair or
replace. Plate glass,
window glass, plex a-glass,
:nsulated glass and
mirrors. Patio doors repair
or replace. Alsp small
home improvement work.
M & ̀".; Complete Glass, 816







Hare A Place To
Work This Winter But A
Wickes Building
Call Collect 522-6884








For any type of driveway
rock, decorative rock, rip rap,
lime or sand callorsee
Roger Nudson
753-6763 or 753-4545
3. CARD OF THANKS
THE FAMILY of Har-
deman Bucy would like to
express their thanks to his
many friends for all their
kindness and sympathy
shown during the many
months of illness and his
death. Each and every
thought, prayer, visit, card
end act of kindness was
Sincerely appreciatedd.
Lena Bucy. 
S. LOST & FOUND
FOUND: BLACK male
Labrador puppy, about 8-9
months old Has red collar
and Tenn. rabies tags.
Found around Hucks. Call
753.6223 if you can identify. 
LOST: LADIES SMALL
Black clutch purse. Lott in
the vacinity of 4th and
Main. Contains important
papers and identification. If
found please call 753-1919
or 753-7618. 
6. HELP WANTED-- ---
BABYSITTER NEEDED on
Monday, Tuesdays and
Wednesdays from 9 am till






light weight block work.
Chestnut Hill Shopping
Center, Murray Ky. First
building will be a K Mart,
pay 50 cents per hour
above union scale. Call 759
4590 between 7 am and 3:30
pm.
EXPERIENCED KEY
punch operator. 96 column
card experience.
desirable. Call 753-9694 or
appty at 205 S. 6th St. 
EXPERIENCED painters,
steady work, for interview,
call 753-0838 or 753-5287.
HOUSE KEEPER, one or
two days a week. Own
transportation, and must
have -eferences. Call 753-
4090 after 5 pm. 
RADIOLOGY
TECHNICIAN. Immediate
opening for R.P., ARRT. to
work in Trigg County
Community Hospital, Cadiz,
Ky. Call involved, inquires
treated confidentially,
salary negotiable. Contact
Mr. John Sims, 1 522 3215





perience prefered but not
necessary. full time. Apply
Calloway Mfg 111 Poplar.
STATION ATTENDANT
wanted. X.Cel Oil Com-
pany, 403 Sycamore,
Murray Must be over 18
years old. Appear in
person. Equal opportunity
employer.
WANTED MAID. Full or
part time, merit pay, class
bonus plan, apply in person
at Regal 8 Inn 5tr-5.4244,-
No phone calls please.
WANTED MAINTENANCE
man full or part time. All
aspects of remodeling,
some cleaning. Apply in
person at Regal 8 Inn, 517









In my home afternoon
shift. Two children. Call










openings in the City of
Murray. Contact Ray
Armatys at 901 587-6673.
11. INSTRUCTIONS
AM LOOKING for guitar
students - all styles - all
ages. Contact Monte Fisher
at Chuck's Music, 753-3682.
HOW INTELLIGENT are
you? Self-scoring -test
reveals 1.0. in 45 minutes!
Send $3 today--.
guaranteed!! National






serving West Kentucky and
Tennessee. Representing
GOLDEN RULE LIFE INS.
CO. Phone 759-1486.
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
243 BDL Rifle, 3 X 9
varriable scope. Rifle like
new. Call 492.8352.
susehossulls awn Me Hof
PRINTING7
112 N. 4th 753-5397
4 alitfW MAG. Polished
Aluminum wheels. 14 inch
with 2 L-60-14 Goodyear
white letter tires, $160.
Phone: 753-7393.
NEW MODERN designed
wooden lawn chair. Can be
seen at 1624 Olive or see
Gerald Waldrop. Also for
sale a lawn bird feeder.
NOMEOWNERS Imuntama
25% DISCOUNT IF YOU
DUALITY SEE WAYNE WILSON
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
WILSON INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE • 302 N. 12TH
753-3263.
14. WANT TO BUY
COUPLE WANTS water-
front, three bedroom, two
bath or larger brick home.
Will pay cash or terms. Up
to 200 acres adjoining or
seperate location also
desired. Write Thomas
Patton, 252 E. Bolivar Dr




brakes (do not want 10
Speed, etc.). Call 753-3147.
OLD WALKING canes, and
a used Winchester .22
single shot rifle. Call 753-
1410.
TOP PRICES paid for hay.
Round or square bales. Will
pick up or buy delivered.
489 2663.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
ANTIQUE RADIO, table
lamps with matching end
tables, 2 coach lights for
home. Call 753-4736.
200 AMP service pole.
Complete, call 753-5017 or
753.8130.
20-13 DOZER with two
blades anq rake, a Phelan






Call 753-8429 after 5 pm.













1 S Mint Peany-25 yrs.
Plus Free two S Sill
Pills Our Free VW
Plus Our Free Breawre
Send $3.95 and 25' postage
to:
JIM DeN14010 & CO.
sarii S. PS* 111d1 Viewloont 1114”.
Sovirlso, Po I 4500
EARLY AMERICAN sty'
couch, $50. Color ty set,
early american, $40. 4--
drawer dresser, antique






PRICE NAIR CUT $1.50
For Nespitol & Huse Cons Phone /53-4013
Closed All Day Wed.






194went41 and rowdy. Up t• r 24. Also bora styli, offltits, tattooer,
mob& hem* allens, and paths, er U BUILD, pee cot renspletely ready











SMITH & WESSON model
10, 38 special, 4" heavy
barrel. New in box, $125.
Colt official police 38
special, very good shape,
$90. Call 753.1410.
USED 1967 or later VW
motor. Call 753-7581 after 4
pm.
11 11 X 23 living ••oom
carpet, with foam. (beige,
green and orange). Call
753-5057. 
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
COUCH, chair, .lamps, end
tables, refrigerator, and




L 1978 United Feature Syndicate
43. REAL ESTATE
IGuy Spann Realty'Your Key PeopleIn Real Estate753 7724901 Sycamore Murray, Ity
Purdom & Thurman






bank making for low
energy bills. 2 bedrooms,
living room, kitchen and
bath...And as an added
HAND THIS IS MS. ABERNATH\( 
oUbonus, a two bay clean-up
; shop. All plus 51-o acres




I We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap-
pliances




Service in Paducah call 1-
443-6469. In Murray call
Tony Montgomery 753-6760.
19, FARM EQUIP.
FOR SALE Tobacco and
tomato sticks. Call 489-2126.
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
FISHING TACKLE,
waders, duck decoys, foot
operated clay pidgeon trap,
back pack basket and other
sporting items. See at 1399
Johnson or call 753-0536.
22. MUSICAL
GIBSON EB 3 bass guitar
with case and Peavey bass
amplifier, 400 series. Also 2
Kustoni P.a. speaker




piano, organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons age
6 and up-beginners to
advanced. Rental purchase
plan on piano and organ.
Clayton's, Dixieland





cannot in beat _OnYWhere






grain fed-aged beef. Front
quarter 79 cents a pound,
whole or side 89 cents a
pound. Hind quarter 99
cents a pound hanging
weight. Food stamps etc,-
cepted. We also do custom
slaughtering. Paris Meat
Processing, 642-8201. One














Author of 5 books, world,
recognized authoriity. Free
details- National Reports,
Box 246, Niagara Falls,
N.Y. 14.302.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1970 MODERN AGE 12 X
60 2 BR, mobile home in
fair condition on extra nice
100 X 175 _IoL _Has tin
storageding... Priced
$7,500. Call 7531U after .4
pm. 
TWO BR Mobile home, 1 1/2
bath, coppertone kitchen,
eyelevel oven, washer and
dryer, gas and electric
heat. All new carpets. Cal
759-4085 or 753-5816. 
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home on lovely 3/a acre
landscaped lot. Great in
vestment at $1000. and take
over payments. Call 753
4736  anytime. 
12 X 60 2 BR, all electric
mobile ltlOme with special
insulation, furnished on one
acre land with large wood
storage building. Priced
$10,000 or $3,000 down and
take up payments of $136
monthly. (1977 Warrior
mobile home.) Cell 753-8086
after 4 pT.
1975 12 X 60, 2 BR, all
ittettric, unfurnished, like
new. Call 753-3280 before 5
PITI• 
12 X 60 TWO BR, utility
room, loads of cabinet and
closets plus coat closet
Wall paper, big water
heater, excoNent cond Hon.
Shown by appoint trent
only Call 419 2774 offer
SAO pm
GIV.T COUNSEL OR,"
27. MOB. HOME SALES
12 X 60, THREE BR, gas,
partly furnished, nice
drapes and carpet, air and
appliances. Extra nice, call
753-4074 or 753-1877.
12 X 50 mobile home, all
electric, excellent condition,
central heat and air. Call
492-8378 or 492-8555.
12 X 60 mobile home. Call
435-4124.
10 X 55 MAGNOLIA, 2 BR,
gOod conditon, $2900. See at
Riveria Ct. or call 753-2380
before 5 pm.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
TRAILER ON Blood River
Lake, electric heat and air,
$40 per month thru the
winter. Call 436-2427.
12 X 60, TWO BR, water
furnished. Call 753-0957.
12 X 65, THREE BR
mobile home for rent.
Deposit and references
required. Call 753-4509 or
753-7357.
31. WANT TO RENT
ROW CROP land. Call 489-
2663.
WANT TO SHARE house
near MSU with adult
female graduate or laculity
member. Call Rebekah
Blaine, 753-8325, 8-5 and
753-6577, after 5 pm.
Available October 1.
WINTER OR Summer
pasture. Will pay top price.
Call 489-2663.




TaOR rent.o pets call
FURNISHED ONE
bedroom apartment near
downtown Murray. Call 753-
4109









WE BUY ANO self




Toy poodle. Brown, 8
months old, very loveable,
$100. Call 753-5513.
FOR SALE: Toy terrier. 
Foxterrier pups. Excellent
companions for children or
adults. Good squirrel dogs.




TWO PONYS, gentle, $40




saw, cartop boat carrier,
airless paint sprayer.
stanley miter box with saw
Other shop and garden
tools. 8 mm movie camera,
projector and light bar,
electric room humidifier,
electric percolators, other
house hold gadgets. See at





Paved road, good water, 71
acres approximately in row
crop Small house best
offer, A. Williams, 832







With The Friendly Touch"
FISHERMAN'S RET-
REAT - Center Ridge
Sub. - This Cozy Cot-
tage on large wooded





Real Estate, 105 N.
12th,
43. REAL ESTATE
5 ACRES inside City
Limits. This property is




who buys this property has
built-in hedge against in-
flation. Also included is
small home in good con-




BY OWNER: Best buy in
Calloway County. 4 BR,
modern brick, 4 full baths,
and bath. Central heat
and air, natural fire place,
garbage disposal, built-in
self cleaning oven, dish-
washer. Also. 8 acres of
land and 2 trailer lots
ready for hook-up Full size
basement, 2600 sq ft. floor
space, fully carpeted. This
house would cost over
$100,000 to build. A- real
buy, only $78,000. Call 753-
8333.
BET YOU thought you'd
never never find it...2
bedroom home in excellent
location. Priced in the low
teens., Just waiting for you








With The Friendly Touch'
IT'S IN TO BE OUT . .
. Approx. 28 acres of
excellent tendable
land with approx. 1/2
acres in trees that of-
fers a good building




Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
4 BR HOUSE, Lynn Grove,
garage, storage, shop, well,




large 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home on large lot, attached
garage, fireplace, central
heat and air, and many
nice features. Priced in
mid 40's Located only
minutes from city limits On








ust Listed - 3 BR,
1-2 bath, brick home
located on large
choice lot at the cor-
ner of 11th &
Fairlane. Shown by
appointment only.
Weekends & Evenings Coll-
ie, Kennon 436 S676
Bud Noll 753-41165
Pow Merits 753-8624
Don Tucker 753 1930
AN YOU KEEP a secret?
We can't We want you to
know about 2 good
buys one is a 2 bedroom,
1 1 -2 bath, doublewide mobile
home located on approx. 2
acres We also have a 2
bedroom mobile home on
2 acres with additional
acreage available if





bedroom two bath mobile
home, with 24 x 24 foot




to lake. $24,000. bONALD
R TUCKER REALTOR, 502
Maple, 753-4342.
HOUSE AND FOUR acres,
fenced, nice setting, 15
minutes to Murray at
Pikyear Tn. Call days, 901




bedroom brick home, 2
blocks from university.
Earn extra income with
upstairs 1 bedroom apar-
tment with outside en-
trance. Full basement,
central natural gas heat
and 15'x20' brick storage
building are extra nice
features. Price just reduced
to $29,900. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-1222.
JUST LISTED-Owner
leaving town, needs to sell
now. Ideal house for young
couple or older ,person.
This house will qualify for
farmers home admination
loan. Must see inside to
appreciate how nice the
house is. Miller Real




42 acre farm with 3 BR brick
home. Located South of
Murray on blacktop. This farm
has good tendable land, out-
buildings. House has her-
dwood floors, central gas
heat, full basement. Good
location, reasonably priced.
Just listed - Oaks Estate - 3
BR 2 bath home on extra large
corner lot. Central gas heat,
central tar, hardwood floors
throughout, fireplace, island
kitchen with doable ovens. 3
car garage. All outside trim is
aluminum, maintenance free
home. 60's.
713 3263 Ire Sr..'
-tl5 Poi34.6,8en or
QUS,TIFI
5271468 - 753 9625
LOVELY 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home in Lakeway Shores,
plush carpeting, nice kit-
chen with appliances, lake
privileges for residents,
this home is insulated
throughout wih R.11, R 19,
and R-21 and is one of the
best insulated homes
around. A 400 Amp breaker
box. Walls are on 8"
center, metal outside







REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of farm
land and acreage tracts. If
you have a farm or
acreage tract to sell,
contact us at 753-1222. Also
If you have been wanting to
purchase acreage, contact
us for an update on
properties listed for sale:in
Calloway County. We ' at
KOPPERUD REALTY
provide a complete range
of Real Estate Service.
Phone us today.
PLALTORS














2 wooded take front




baths, 4 bdrms. Mid
50's, Boyd Majors











located on busy highway
94, 12 miles from Murray
near Kentucky Lake. Store
has thriving fresh produce
business, greenhouse for
plant and flower sales,
fishing equipment and bait
sales, trucks for tran
sporting produce. This is a
well established business






WE HAVE just listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a central
location. This is in the
vicinity of 6th and Vine
street close to shopping
downtown, school and
hospital. The home in-
cluded the drapes,
refrigerator, stove and
dishwasher, Call JOHN C.
NEUBAUER REALTOR,
206 N 4th St, 753-0101 or





Two or 3 BR in S.
Murray or out 121
south.
3 BR brick near
university.








Just Listed - 5
room, 3 bedroom, 1
bath on 10 acres in-
cluding barn, out-
buildings, pond, cen-
tral heat & air. Only
,500. Call us for an
ppointment.
10ft.vittnv,4i.eningstall
Joe Kennon 436 5676
Bud Nall 753 4868
Pam Mavity 753-8624
Don Tucker 753 1930
44. LOTS FOR SALE
GOVERNMENT LANDS






Box 246, Niagara Falls,
N.Y. 14302.
TWO LOTS, located in
Keniana subdivison, zoned
for mobile homes, com-




45 FARMS Fog SALE 
40 ACRES of good land. 28
tendable acres, some
timber, tobacco base, 2700
ft. hwy frontage, old
house, log smoke house,
many nice building spots. 1
mile from Ky. Lake, New
Concord area $26,000
Charles B. McCuiston 153-
5124.
17 ACRES, close to. lake,
adjoining Keniana sub-




44. HOMES F2R SALE 
IMMEDIATE occupancy
Quality built with luxury
features. Central gas heat
and electric air con
ditioning. Three bedrooms.
two baths, fireplace, loads
of kitcheo cabinets. Near
Murray High. 004 Minerva.
Call -7-53-0196 or 753-7906.
47. MOTORCYCLES
MINI BIKE, will trade for
go cart. Call 437-9505. 
1976 400 YAHAMA YZ,
$600. Call 489-2149.
49. USED CARS
1968 CHEVELLE SS. good
condition. Call 437-9505.
1973 CONTINENTAL Town
Coupe, stereo, leather in-
terior, extra clean. Call
7531936.




Yorker, 4 door, fully loaded
and in exceptional con
dition, $650 Call Sid Jobs
Sr. 436-2180.
1978 CAMARO, 6 cylinder,
automatic, air conditioning,
power steering, power
brakes. Price 55,000, Call
753 6965 or 753 8730
1956 CHEVROLET, 6 cyl ,
straight, will sell cheap
Call 759.1770.
1970 CHEVROLET
Kingswood Estate wagon. 9
passenger, good condition,
$450. Call 436-2427.
1969 CHEVY Nova, V-8,
automatic and air, $330
Call 753-3571 or 753 1424
after 5 pm •
53. SERVICES OFFERED 33. SERVICES OFFERED
1976 DATSUN 2804, loaded 
witn. extras. Call (5021-1- CHIMNEY
43-7915. 
CLEANING,
4 bird screens installed,
1976 FORD I,TD, for more minor repair work by Cliff
information Ian Magic 759-4459. Heegel, Hat
RD, 4-door, Chimney 
Sweeps. Call 759-
u atic, power steering, 4878'
302 V-8 motor. Motor in CARPET CLEANING, at
good 
work.
shape,436t2utransmission reasonable rates. Promptn
and efficient service.
1969 LTD, 4-door, hard top, 
Custom Carpet Care. 489-
power and air. Also a 2774.
Gaibliso7n51558am2p and guitar. CALLOWAY COUNTYC
weekly trash pickup. You
1978 LTD II Brougham, one 
throw it away, we'll haul it
owner, 3,000 actual miles, 
9 away. Yard and garages
months left on warranty, 
cleaned. Call 753-3506. 
loaded with accessories. CviAbrRapbaEc, Tk CsLteEaAmN I NdGry,
Call 753-9710. 
1973 Montego GT., 1970 
cleaning, references.
Opal Cadet, 1974 Couger 
Reasonable rates, tree
XR-7. C.:,Il 767-4479. 7es53
ttsema16tes. Call 759-4085 or
1973 MERCURY, low
mileage, air and power, DO 
YOU need stumps
condition    removed 
from your yard or
excellent
throughout, $2300. Call 753- 
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to
3710 after 5 pm. 
24" 
below the ground,
1975 MUSTANG II, Mark I, leaving only sawdust and
4 cyl, 4-speed, . AM FM
radio-tape, 28 mpg, $2650. 
chips Call for free
Call 1-898-3972.  
estimate, Steve Shaw 753-
9490 or Bob Kemp, 435-4343. 
1971 °LDSM°BILE good EXPERIENCED interior
condition, $600. Call 753-9297 and exterior painters with
after 12 noon. references. Call 7_59 1228.
1974 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass FENCE SALES at Sears
Supreme, 4-door, Power now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
steering and brakes, AM free estimates for your
radio, air, excellent con needs.
dition. 753-2810. FOR YOUR septic tank
1974 PINTO Squire wagon,
automatic, air, nice, $1650. 
and backhoe work needs.
C 
Also septic tank cleaning.
all 753-3571 or 753-8124 Call John Lane. Phone 753-
after 5 pm.  8669 or 436-5348
1973 SATELLITE, ma9 FOR ANNUAL or monthly
wheels. L-60 14 inch tires
753-3914. Kelly's Termit &
Call 753-4740.  
pest control sevice, call
on rear, other extras, $900- 
Pest Control.
SHARP 1973 Impala, 2- GUTTERING BY SEARS,
door, hard top, green-green seers continuous gutters
vinyl top, tilt wheel; air installed per your
conditoning, 49,000 actual specifications Call sears
miles, $1495. 759-1161 or 753- 753-2310 for free estimates. 
9460.  GET YOUR order in for
1976 TOYOTA Coralla lime early. We haul from
Deluxe station wagon, Reeds, Fredonia, and Three
excellent condition, Am-Fm Rivers. Call 1-382.2646. We
radio, air conditioned, rear also haul sand and rock.
window defrost, and Evetts Trucking Co.,
luggage rack. 753-3808.  Lynnville, Ky.
50. USED TRUCKS
1966 CHEVROLET long
wheel base pickup truck,
good bed and motor. Call
753-9688 after 4:313 pm. 
HAVING TROUBLE getting
those small jobs done? For
all your odd job needs call
753-8056.
J & L BLACKTOP paving
1966 DODGE pickup truck, and repairing. Call 753-1537. 
aluomatic, $350. Also a 1975
FMC model 150 Bowlens
lawn and garden tractor, 14
hp hydrastatic, with 42 inch
deluxe mower, tool bar
with attachments, $1700.
1978 JEEP Cherokee, 4.
wheel drive, low mileage,
excellent condition. Call
753-3710 after 5 pm.
51 CAMPERS
LONG BED camper top,
white with wood finish.
Paneled and insulated. fall
753.9517 after pm.
WHITE CAMPER SALES.
Your local Starcraft dealer,
only a few 1978 models left
at discount prices. Com-
plete line of parts and
access. Non toxic anti
freeze, 3.99 a gallon.
Located 4 miles E. of
Murray on Hwy. 94. 753-
0605.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
ALUMICRAFT fishing boat,
and Moody boat traitor.






Insulation Inc., Rt. 7, Box
258, Murray, Ky. ( 502)-435-
4527.
BEFORE WET, cold
weather, white rock and
grade driveways. We have
any size limestone and pea-
gravel. Free estimates.
Call Clifford Garrison, 753
5429 after 4 pm.
BUSH HOGGING, North
Calloway County and South
Marshall County. 753-2418.
BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME.
Inside remodeling, and WOMAN WILL clean
painting, outside land house. 759-4615. 
scaping and painting. Free
estimates, call 436-5570.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating. sewer
cleaning. Call 753-7203. 
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN, prompt, efficient
service, call Ernest White,
753-0605.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and carpenter. No job to -
small, Free estimates.
Phone 753-5929 or write K-C
Electric, P.O. Box 531,
Murray, Ky. 
NEED TREES cut? Lan-
dolt Tree Service. Call
George Landoll, 753-8170.
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson at
Chuck's Music Center, 753-
3682 or 753-7149 after 6 pm. 
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley. 
SEPTIC TANKS cleaned,
field lines layed, all types





Also, dealers for Volcano
II, the most efficient wood
burner in America. Solar
King of Mayfield, 247-1253,
602 W. Broadway. 
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
Call 1-527 1836 after 5 p.m.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed. Call or write Morgan
Consruction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or night
1-442-7026.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son-
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-







WANTED. Junk cars Call
474 8838.
; .r 




E P A cEnTiriE0
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL









Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky 42301
PHONE
502-685-4961
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Deaths and Funerals I
Ruby Simpson, 80, Hugh R. Stanley
Former MSU Home Dies; Was Brother
Ec Chairman, Dies Of Murray Woman
Word has been received
here of the death early
today in Birmingham. Ala.,
of Miss Ruby Simpson, 80,
for 20 years chairman of the
Department of Home
Economics at Murray State
University.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at 10 a.m. at
the Brown Funeral Home,
1300 4th Avenue, in
Miss Ruby Simpson
Bessemer. Ala. The family
has asked that expressions
of sympathy be in the form
of contributions to the Ruby
Simpson Scholarship Fund at
Murray State University.
A native of Birmingham,
Miss Simpson had been a
resident of a nursing home
there for the past several
years.. She came to the
Murray campus in 1946 as
chairman of the home
economics department, a
position she held until 1966
when she relinquished the
chairmanship to return to
classroom teaching. For the
next two years she was a
professor on the staff until
her retirement in 1968.
While she was chairman.
the department faculty in-
creased from three to 12 and
more than 550 home
economics students
graduated --from - the
university.
In 1968. the university's
Child Development Center,
opened in 1965, was named
in her honor, and last year
the scholarship fund bearing
her name was established.
Survivors include a
brother, Charles W. Simp-
son, a sister, Mrs. Clernma
Mullins, both of Bir-
mingham, a nephew and
three nieces.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m.
355.7, down 0.1. •
Below dam 302.7, down 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m.
355.7. down 0.1.
Below dam 303.4. up 0.2.
Sunset 7:00. Sunrise 6:42.
Hugh Reid Stanley,
brother of Mrs. Clement
Moore of Murray, died
Monday. Sept. 11. at five
p.m. at his home, 2221 Park-
wood Road, Louisville. He
was 67 years of age arid his
death followed a lengthy
illness. -
Mr. Stanley, a native of
Providence, had retired
from the Greyhound Bus
Lines.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Vera Deilawn Stanley;
one daughter, Mrs. Sandra
Kimbler, Rochester, Minn.;
one son, Bill Stanley,
Louisville; one sister, Mrs.
Clement (Lenore i Moore,




The funeral was held
Thursday morning at the
chapel of the Nunnelley
Funeral Home, Louisville,
with burial in the Resthaven
Memorial Park there.
‘‘11.1.ARD AltS. youth leader left and Willie Bradshass
minister of the Ninth Street Church of Christ in Paducah
discuss the September 21rd youth fellow.Ship dav to be
held at the University Church of Christ-buskin Murray.
'Teens In Service' Is
Planned Here Saturday
The teenagers of the
University Church of Christ
in Murray have planned a
youth fellowship day, Teens
In Service, Saturday, Sept.
23.
Events of the day are
scheduled to begin at 9:30
a.m. with registration.
Danny Cottrell, minister
for the Broadway Church of
Friendship Church, Christ
Will Hold Gospel Meeting
A gospel meeting will be
conducted at the Friendship
Church of Christ, located off
Highway 94 East, beginning
Thursday. Sept. 21, and
continuing through Sunday,
Sept. 24.
Services will be held each
evening at 7:30 and on
Sunday at eleven a.m. with
I
Robert Taylor, Jr.
Bro. Robert Taylor. Jr., of
Ripley, Tenn., as the
speaker.
Bro. Taylor, a native of
Bradford, Tenn., is married
to the former Irene Crump
of Nampa, Idaho. They have
one daughter, Rebecca,
Memphis, Tenn., and one
son. Timothy, freshman at
Freed-Hardeman College,
Henderson, Tenn.
The guest speaker has
been preaching since 1949,
and has done local work in
Tennessee and Mississippi.
He has held meetings in
about half of the states in
the United States. Bro.
Taylor is the author of six
books, and writes the Senior
Quarterly for the Gospel
Advocate series of Bible
School Literature.
The public is invited to







Route 7. Murray, is listed in
satisfactory condition this
morning at Lourdes Hospital




State Police, Mrs. Conklin
was involved in a two-car
accident at the intersection
of Kentucky 94 and 97 at
8:21 a.m.
The driver of the other
vehicle. Danny Thompson,
1410 Madison, Paducah, was
not injured in the accident.
State police reports in-
dicated that Thompson
pulled from a stop sign into
the path of the car driven
by Mrs. Conklin.
Mrs. Conklin was taken to
Community Hospital in




Bel-Air Shopping Center - 753-3642















SAVE $200 Pet Gallas
Starlight Lighting Styles






Christ in Paducah will begin
the day with the keynote
address. Later, Kenneth
Hoover of Owensboro, will
be speaking to the young
men and Marion Starks of
Florence, Ala., will speak to
the young ladies.
After lunch a movie,
Noah's Ark will be shown.
Inspirational singing will be
conducted by Willie Brad-
shaw from Paducah and
Jerry Bolls of Murray.
The scheduled program
will end at 3:30 p.m.
At 4:00 P.M., a get-to-
gether period will be held at
the Sherrill Gargus farm.
Everyone is invited to
attend and • enjoy an
enriching day, said Willard
Ails, youth leader.
Hog Market
Federal State Market Neu s Seri
Sept 10. 1978
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts .1( t 105 Fat 400 Barrows &
C tits Stead 25r Higher Sow s Mc.stl‘
Steady
US 1-2 200-7101bs. $49004925
VS1-3 21110-2401bs .. $48.7549.00
US 2-4 240-250 lbs. . 14775-48.75
US 3-4260-290 lbs. _ $46.75-47.75
Sous
US 1-2 770-350 lbs.
L'S 1-3 300-5n01bs
4.'5 1.14545.500 lbs









...THE NEWS IN BRIEF.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
- The state Public Service
Conumssion has grantAl-the
Kentucky American Water
Co. an 11 percent rate in-
crease.
The increase will amount
to $867,000 a year, just under
half of what the company
had requested.
The rate increase applies






quarterly and the increase
for the average customer
will be about 92.19 per
quarter, or 73 cents a
month.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
A Louisville man died
Monday morning of wounds
suffered when he was shot
by, city police who were
trying to arrest him.
Police information officer
Carl Yates said William P.
Mayo, 30, attracted the
attention of an officer in a
passing police car when he
bumped into a car parked
behind his as he tried to
drive out of a parking place.
Yates said Officer Lewis




Church, located at Tenth
and Main Streets, Murray, is
holding revival Sevices this
week with the guest speaker
being the Rev. Dr. Harold
D. Tallant, church evangelist
of the Highview Baptist
Dr. Harold D. Tallant
Church, Louisville.
Services are being held
each evening at 7:30 with
the Kids For Christ starting
at 7:00 p.m. through
Saturday, Sept. 23. Noonday
services are being held at
twelve noon with a luncheon
to follow through Friday,
Sept. 22.
Dr. Tallant has served as
pastor of churches in Frank-
fort, London, Madisonville,
and Daytona Beach, Fla.,
prior to coming to his
present church. He has his
Doctor of Divinity degree
from Georgetown College,
his Master of Tehology from
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville, and his
Bachelor of Arts from
Carson-Newman College,
Jefferson City, Tenn.
The guest evangelist has
served in many capacities




,Baptist Associations, and in
many community services
where he has resided. He
has traveled throughout
Canada, Holy Land, Cuba,
Alaska, Brazil, Hawaii,
Australia, Japan, Sweden,
and throughout the United
States in his study and work
as a minister.
Dr. Tallant is a native of
Chattanooga, Tenn., and is
married to the former
Rhoda Haun. They have one
daughter and one son.
The church and the pastor,
the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
invite the public to attend
the services each day at
noon and at 7:30.
driver appeared to be in-
toxicated. Tatuni4pproached
the car and askeAb see the
driver's license.
"The driver refused, and
words were exchanged,"
Yates said. "Officer Tatum
told the man he was under
arrest, and to get out of the
car."
Instead, Yates said, the
man pointed a small-caliber
pistol out the car door.
Yates said Tatum and
Officer Barry Morris, who
had just arrived, both fired
at the man, striking him
twice in the upper chest,
and in the left arm and
hand.
Yates said police
recovered a weapon from
Mayo's car. He said the
police homicide unit would
investigate the shooting.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon. EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan.
Corp., of Murray, are as follows:
Industrial Average  -087
Air Products 28'. unc







General Care IPib, 17, 34/1
General Dynamics I62'.
:enera I Motors 4134.+
General Tire . 
iodrich 20+1,
Ha rdees  15' uric
Heublein 
IBM ..........
Penn u alt  381 i





- The state Crime Victims
Compensation Board has
granted Larry Lawrence of
Bowling Green $3,516 to
cover hospital bills incurred
as the result of wounds he
received after being shot at
a Bowling Green night club.
Lawrence, 22, said he went
to the club last December to
look for his sister and was
shot in the back by Leroy
Murrell, who pleaded guilty
to the shooting and is ser-





A Henry County, Tenn.,
man, Claudie Betsy Luttrel,
53, Jones Mill Road, has
been charged in the beating
death Sunday night of
Robert Brent Wallace, 65, of
Puryear, Tenn. Luttrel is set
to appear today in General
Sessions Court for a .bond
hearing.
Sheriff Richard Bomar
said Wallace's almost nude
body was found in the back
of his pick-up truck shoftly
after Luttrel went to a
friend, Max Gore, and told
him he murdered Wallace.
Gore notified the sheriff's
department, and Luttrel then
led police to the body.
A preliminary in-
vestigation revealed that a
fight may have occurred on
the front porch of Luttrel's
home. Wallace is believed to
have died from massive
hemorrhaging resulting from
blows to the head.
*CORRECTION *
Black's Ad which ran in Friday's
Murray Ledger & Times phone
number should have been 753-
0839.
Neg"VN01"  
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Murray South Branch 
RAN D OPEN'





Hop kinsville Federal Savings and Loan •
Thursday and Friday • 
•
September 21st & 22nd •
0.00 a.m.-6 p.m. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••
*Come to visit our new QUARTERS at our
Murray South Branch and we'll giveyou
shiny newQL 1RTER. 
*Refreshments Nerved.
*Uncirculated Eisenhower Dollar to b
given away FREE with a $100.00 or more
deposit in a new or existing Passbook ac-
count or any certificate purchase.
°Register for $250.00 that will be given
away in Murray South Branch Savings fc-
counts.
Mere 1.1p.1.11
••••• ••••• is MO Or, j
MURRAY SOUTH BRANCH
HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSN
715 So. 12th Street (Next To Big Mac's Sporting)
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